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In the winter of 2004-2005, Dr. Saskia de Bodt proposed ‘collaboration within the Hague School’ as a possible topic for my research master thesis which was due in the summer of 2006. Not only would this research form the final part of the ‘Research Master Art History of the Low Countries in its European context’ which I started at Utrecht University in 2004, but it would also serve as a manual for a future exhibition in Museum Mesdag in The Hague. Until then, my predilection for nineteenth-century art, which persuaded me to start a master in art history at Utrecht University in 2000 in the first place, had never brought me into direct contact with art by Hague School artists. And my knowledge on this group could be referred to as ‘general’.
Nevertheless, the suggested topic immediately aroused my enthusiasm. On the other hand I was also hesitant to take up the topic, anxious that this thesis would result in an enumeration of art historical exceptions. But a first research into the catalogues of the Exhibitions of Living Masters, starting with the year of its coming into existence, 1815, until 1900, proved me wrong. These catalogues already provided me with enough examples to speak of a development and more importantly: an until now neglected development within the most important group of artists in Dutch nineteenth-century art history.
Within the course of the following year and a halve, besides the courses in my research master programme, I collected more and more examples of collaboration within the Hague School. My five months internship at The Burrell Collection in Glasgow from March until the end of July 2006, formed a welcome break to my rigid thesis scheme. But it was not a definite break with my Hague School research: not only was my reason for contacting this museum an oil painting created by Matthijs Maris and Adolphe Monticelli collectively, for the next five months I also catalogued the Hague School collections in Glasgow.​[1]​
After my return to The Netherlands in August 2006, I finished my thesis and the following pages are the result. Writing it was a challenge, a struggle and a pleasure at the same time. 
I would like to thank the following people who all contributed in their own, unique way to the coming into existence of this work:

























































‘Verder heeft hij [Jacob Maris] […] mede aan sommige werken van David de la Mar een charme gegeven, waarover de kameraden niet meer verrast konden zijn dan de zoogenaamde auteurs dezer stukjes zelf. De humor bij het zien van zulk een de la Mar zich soms uit sprak in de naamsverandering: de la Maris.’​[2]​

This anecdote, printed in a 1902 biography on Jacob Maris (1837-1899) shows the willingness of the leading landscapist and city view painter of the Hague School, to literally lend a helping hand to the less talented interior painter David de la Mar (1832-1898) on several occasions. And as can be derived from the cheerful reaction of their colleagues, the artistic results of their collaboration were reasonably successful.
Not only is this quotation illustrative for the tight bounds that existed between artists active in The Hague in the period 1870-1900, it also shows the continuation and general acceptance of the long-standing atelier practice in which several artists worked together in one work of art. Until now the storyline of the genre-crossing practice of collaboration, which can be traced back to the division of tasks within medieval workshops, has never been prolonged into the second half of the nineteenth century. Even tough several interesting questions regarding this topic could be posed, such as: did collaboration between members of The Hague School occur on a regular basis, who initiated it, what was the role of the art dealer within this practice, did collaboration influence the price of a work of art and what was the general opinion on collaboration? 

Therefore my research aims at serving the following goals:
-to identify which artists within the group of nineteenth-century Dutch artists known as the Hague School were involved in the practise of collaboration; 
-to distinguish the various forms of collaboration that took place within the Hague School;
-To investigate the sources for and development in the cooperative attitude of the Hague School painters.
 Out of these findings I will try to draw, possible, conclusions concerning The Hague School’s perception on creativity and authenticity in art. By describing this until now neglected development, I will add a new chapter to the already elusively described history of The Hague School.

I will begin this thesis by giving an introduction into the history of the practice of collaboration from medieval times until the romantic period; 1800-1850. The second chapter is devoted to collaboration in the Romantic period, 1800-1850. The developments in these years were of great importance for the Hague School. The third chapters deals with works of art created in collaboration by aspiring Hague School artists during the years 1850-1870 and chapter four is directed towards collaboration within the Hague School during the years 1870-1885. A separate chapter, chapter five, will be devoted to collaboration during the period 1850-1885 in Belgium. 
In the course of the story, numerous aspects which have been of great importance in the development of Dutch fine arts in the second halve of the nineteenth century, such as the key position of the art dealers, the existence of so-called art colonies and the popularity of the Hague School artists abroad, will be touched upon. Towards the conclusion it will become clear that the several forms of collaboration within the Hague School and the different attitude of the later generation towards these kinds of practices, as is seen in confrontations between Hague School masters and their the artists of a next generation, ‘De Tachtigers’, exemplify a crucial development in 19th century art that is concerned with terms nowadays linked to modern art such as ‘individuality’ and ‘expression’.

In this introduction I want to make a couple remarks regarding the way in which this thesis is constructed:
-The division in periods, 1850-1870: the previous history and 1870-1885: the so-called grey period are adapted from the 1983 catalogue The Hague School. Dutch Masters of the nineteenth century. It goes without saying that developments within art history do not follow such strict dates, but in order to create a well needed clarity and overview for both reader and writer I have taken these liberties. 
-The geographic division between The Netherlands and Belgium, is necessary to make clear a large difference in the attitude towards collaboration. 
-Further, the names of the artists are spelled according to the favour spelling of the Rijksbureau voor Kunsthistorische Documentatie in The Hague.​[3]​
-In the case of paintings included in this thesis which are created by two or more masters, the artists are listed in the following order: first the main hand, the other artists involved in alphabetical order. 
-In the case of paintings created by a Dutch artist living in Belgium and a Dutch artist living in Holland, the painting is inserted in the chapter dealing with the country the ‘main hand’ was living at the moment of creation. 

State of the art
Next to the gap this thesis will fill due to the absence of extensive research on collaboration overall and within the Hague School specifically, this research forms an, although unintended, reaction on and continuation of very recent developments in art historical research.
During the primary preparations of this research it came to light that in August of 2004, Drs. Brigitte Hoppenbrouwers of the Vrije University of Amsterdam had finished an unpublished Master thesis entitled: Samenwerkingsverbanden tussen Hollandse schilders in de negentiende eeuw.​[4]​ Contrary to the expectations aroused by the title, Hoppenbrouwer’s research mainly deals with collaboration in the Romantic period, roughly the years 1800-1850. In her thesis, Hoppenbrouwers puts painters such as Charles Rochussen (1814-1894), J.F. Hoppenbrouwers (1819-1866), and the brothers Maurits (1817-1903) and Samuel (1813-1876) Verveer into the spotlight, to serve as illustrations for the traditional collaboration in which two specialists combine their strengths. Only two of the seventy pages counting manuscript are dedicated to a few, familiar anecdotes about collaboration within The Hague School. Thanks to this diversion of attention I was able to continue with my own research while using Hoppenbrouwer’s thesis as background information.
Further, two projects in progress mark the current interest in the topic of collaboration. In the spring of 2006 a book by art dealer K. van der Ven and author H. de Vilder will be published that contributes to the description of collaboration in the nineteenth century art in Belgium. In The animal painter Eugène Verboeckhoven and his fellow painters more than fifty painters will be addressed who turned to Eugène Joseph Verboeckhoven’s (1798-1881) competence as animal painter to decorate their own landscapes.​[5]​
And what is even more interesting: from July 5 until September 24, 2006 the Getty Centre in Los Angeles will organise the exhibition Rubens and Brueghel: A Working Friendship. This exhibition shows examples in which Peter Paul Rubens (1577-1640) and Jan Brueghel de Oude (1568-1625), the two leading artists of their days in Antwerp and close friends, combined their specific strengths; respectively the nude and the landscape. From October 21, 2007 until January 28, 2007 the exhibition, entitled Rubens & Brueghel Samen will be on show in Royal Picture Gallery, Mauritshuis in The Hague. Hopefully the accompanying exhibition catalogue Rubens and Brueghel: A Working Friendship, written by Anne T. Woollett and Ariane van Suchtelen, will also contribute to the research on collaboration in general.​[6]​

Sources
As said in the introduction, the main sources I turned to for examples of collaboration were the catalogues of the Exhibitions of Living Masters for the period 1813-1900. Additional information I found in the records of the internationally operating the Hague art dealer Goupil & Cie., from 1884 Boussos, Valadon & Cie., which are kept in the RKD in The Hague. These archives give an overview of all the watercolours and oil paintings bought and sold by Goupil & Cie., The Hague in the period of 1861-1917, among which a large number of works by prominent Hague School artists.
It is striking that after more than a century of publications on the Hague School, starting of with G.H. Marius unsurpassed survey De Hollandsche Schilderkunst in de Negentiende Eeuw from 1903, so little attention in the corpus of Hague School literature is paid to the practice of collaboration. As the following pages will show, this absence is caused by the category to which the literature belongs and the intention of the authors.​[7]​

The earliest literature on the Hague School can be characterized by a lack of distance between the author and his of her subject, the absence of systematic archival research and the lacking of footnotes.
The first survey on the Dutch art of the preceding century was written by G.H. Marius in 1903: De Hollandsche Schilderkunst in de Negentiende Eeuw. An aspiring artist herself, Gerda Hermina Marius was a passionate admirer of the Hague School and befriended with several of its most prominent members. Her aim was to promote the Hague School as true modern artists and as savours of Dutch art. In her book, she treats the artists of the nineteenth-century as ‘families’ with teachers and pupils, based on stylistic similarities. On several occasions these families are compared with each other, but The Hague School
always comes out as the winner, as the last paragraph of her over 500 pages counting survey illustrates: ‘En dan, wanneer wij nu nog eens de eerste vraag samenvatten, dan gelooven wij, te kunnen zeggen, dat Johannes Bosboom, dat Jozef Israëls, dat Jacob, Matthijs en Willem Maris, dat Anton Mauve en ook Mesdag in de taal van hun tijd luisterrijk uitgezegd hebben datgene, wat in aaneengeslotener tijden Rembrandt, de Hooch, Vermeer en Ruisdael zoo onovertroffen tot aanschouwing brachten: de grootheid, de rust en het kleurrijke van hun land en van hun volk.’​[8]​
In Marius story of modern Dutch art was no room for the traditional atelier practice of collaboration, whereas Marius must have been aware of these practices taking place. The only time Marius makes any reference to the topic, and this is very typical, is when she describes it as part of Jacob Maris’s nature to lend a helping hand to fellow artists in need.​[9]​

In 1902 Théophile de Bock (1851-1904), a ‘petite maître’ of the Hague School, wrote a biography on his friend and teacher Jacob Maris in which he presented Maris as a great artist but also as a person.​[10]​ The biography’s informal character is especially obtained by the inclusion of ‘true to life’ conversations with the artist printed in colloquial speech, and several amusing anecdotes, of which one has already been quoted in the introduction, which confirm the tight bonds between the different artists.​[11]​
The same is true for the biography on Willem Maris (1844-1910) written by H. C. Tiemen in 1910, which gives an insight in Willem Maris’s working and private life. ​[12]​ The charming interviews with the artist, in which he dwells upon the ‘good old days’, are probably not all accurate, but when reading between the lines one obtains valuable information on collaboration within the Hague School.
It seems that the goals Marius set for herself, did not leave room in her grandiloquent plea for collaboration, while in the down to earth bibliographies on the brothers Jacob and Willem Maris, this practice is presented as ‘normal’.

In the 1920’s and 1930’s the interest in The Hague School declined, by both art historians and the (international) public, in favour of the Fauvists, Expressionists and Cubists. This development was in accordance with the absolute believe among art historians world wide in the modernists of the beginning of the twentieth-century, which led to the trend to measure the value of nineteenth-century artists only against the role they played as predecessors of the modernists. In art historical literature up to the 1950’s this trend translated itself in histories of nineteenth century art separated from its historical and social context and consisting only of well-known names such as Monet, Rodin and Cézanne.​[13]​
It was only after the Second World War that the national appreciation for Dutch nineteenth-century art grew. Initially this interest was directed to romantic works, but in the 1960’s The Hague School also witnessed a revival. This was mainly thanks to the efforts of the former director of the Groninger Museum Jos. de Gruyter, who organised two large Hague School exhibitions in the 1960’s.​[14]​ The art dealers reacted to this development and also had their share in the revaluation of The Hague School.
In 1968-1969 De Gruyter wrote the series De Haagse School in which he uses a new approach to the description of the history of The Hague School: instead of treating them as a group he writes on each artist separately.​[15]​ De Gruyter’s biographies are freed from legendary stories and anecdotes, of which the Hague School seems to be surrounded, and merely based on facts. Therefore the two books are still a valuable starting point for any research into the Hague School. De Gruyter’s method did lead to the exclusion of any stories on collaboration or actual examples of works of art created in collaboration.

Several small national and international exhibitions dedicated to the Hague School, or a particular facet of their work, followed and freed the way for the large scale 1983 travelling exhibition Haagse School. Hollandse meesters van de 19de eeuw, which successfully pleaded for the revaluation of The Hague School painters and their oeuvres.
The exhibition and the catalogue of the same name concentrated on the Hague School as a whole and by including freshly obtained information, on for example the history of Hague School collecting, gave a new and much completer insight on several aspects of the Hague School.​[16]​ 
In the catalogue one example of collaboration is printed: P.J.C. Gabriël and A. Mauve, ‘Boslandschap met vee’, as part of the years the young artists spent in Oosterbeek around 1860. 

Especially from the second halve of the 1990’s onwards, this information has been completed with several monographic studies dedicated to artists of The Hague School, a substantial part of them accompanying a monographic exhibition. It is exactly in these studies in which one artist, his oeuvre and the circle of artists surrounding the main character are put under the microscope, examples of collaboration rise to the surface which in other cases probably would have been ignored. A perfect example forms Dr. Saskia F.M. de Bodt’s 1995 dissertation Halverwege Parijs. Willem Roelofs en de Nederlandse schilderskolonie in Brussel 1840-1890 in which the author describes Brussels’s function as an intermediary for the avant-gardistic movements in Paris in general and Willem Roelofs’ pioneering role in Dutch landscape painting and his influence on his fellow countrymen in particular.​[17]​ Moreover, while zooming in on Roelofs’ artistic development during his time in Brussels and the circle of artists he was acquainted with, the author describes several examples of collaboration as products of the close ties between the painters involved.​[18]​
The Dutch museums also contributed to this monographic tendency. In 1998-1999 an oeuvre exhibition was dedicated to Paul Joseph Constantin Gabriël and four examples of collaboration were on show, but in the catalogue little textual attention was paid to these works of art.​[19]​






































An introduction into the history of collaboration

§ I.I Collaboration within workshops
The origin of collaboration within one painting can be traced back to medieval workshop (in Dutch also referred to as ‘Schilders-winckel) practices in Northern as well as in Southern Europe. These workshops were occupied by the master, assistants or mates, apprentices and day labourers, who all had there own tasks within the coming into existence of a work of art. And the painting techniques of the fourteenth and fifteenth century with their carefully planned designs, which often came into being with the help of pattern books, atelier drawings and/or after the example of actual paintings, divided into strict divisions allowed many opportunities for collaboration.​[21]​ 
Although theoretically speaking the tasks of apprentices and assistants were well defined and separated by the guilds, for the first this involved cleaning the atelier, grinding colours, learning to draw and finally to be initiated in the art of painting and for the latter helping in creating the actual painting, in practice the line between their occupations was very thin. It was therefore also possible that in some ateliers apprentices, although they did not receive any payment, were instructed to paint small and relatively unimportant elements in a work as part of their education. The final category of participants in a workshop was occupied by day labourers. Often these painters originated from another city or even country and while the guilds often refused to give licences to foreign painters who settled in Dutch cities in order to keep concurrence limited, they where obliged to lend themselves as day workers to workshops were they did smaller tasks. The part produced by others than the leader of the workshop varied greatly. Sometimes assistants and/or apprentices may have been responsible for virtually the entire execution of the painting, except for the so-called finishing touch, even if it was sold under the name of the master painter and signed by him. To ensure the active participation of the master in the case of a commission the contract signed by both parties often included a clause specifying that the painter was to carry out the work with his own hands.​[22]​ 
In cases of tour de forces, like fresco cycles in the Southern Europe or large altar pieces in the North, the guilds often acknowledged a master’s need to subcontract another master or even an entire workshop. A very well known example is the Ghent altarpiece by Jan and Hubert van Eyck, which was probably executed in collaboration with high qualified members of Hubert’s workshop.​[23]​ 

From the fifteenth century onwards, the production of artefacts in The Netherlands increasingly concentrated itself on the creatively less demanding, but very competitive free market. This development called for a more productive creational process, in which an even stricter division of labour increased the production: workshops developed into smooth working machines and master painters turned into true entrepreneurs. 
The impulse towards this development was given by the city of Antwerp, which until the city finally fell into Spanish hands in 1585 played the role of most prominent producer of paintings and sculptures in The Netherlands. The absence of guilds in this catholic city had created a larger degree of freedom in the creational process of paintings, including for foreigners, and it could even be stated that the first free art market originated here. Well-known master painters such as Jan Gossaert van Mabuse, Quinten Matsys and Frans Floris  choose the topic and style of their large atelier and leaving substantial parts of the works, such as draperies and detailed landscapes serving as background, to the qualities of their assistants, who in their turn developed specialities which set them apart from their fierce and numerous competitors.​[24]​
The next remark placed by the Dutch biographer/artist Karel van Mander (1548-1606) on a characteristic for the art production in Mechelen, gives an example of this procedure:
‘Sy hadden daer een maniere dat hun doecken door verscheyden handen mosten, d’een maeckte tronien, en handen, d’andere de cleeren, oft Landschap.’​[25]​













Tititan and Lambert Sustris ‘Presentation of the Virgin in the temple’ circa 1534-1538
3, 35 x 7, 75 m
Oil on canvas
Venice, Gallerie dell’Academia (Scuola Grande di S. Maria della Carità)


§1.2 Collaboration between two specialised masters
The ongoing necessity for master painters to specialise themselves, and the inabilities bound up with this development caused more and more master painters to work together in one piece. For example: a landscape painter and a history painter would join forces in order to respectively have their landscapes decorated with fitting staffage or their historical figures to be placed in a fitting background. In contrast with the large scale and more anonymous collaboration between a master and his assistance(s) or day labourers within one workshop, the works created by two or more masters were mostly signed by all artists involved. In some cases, the artists were commissioned to work together.
The approximately twenty-five works created in collaboration between the colleagues and friends Peter Paul Rubens (1577-1640) and Jan Brueghel the Elder (1568-1625) between the years around 1598 and 1625, form excellent examples of this practise. Rubens, a painter of large scale histories, and Brueghel, a renowned still life and landscape specialist who worked in a very detailed style, were Antwerp’s most eminent painters of the early seventeenth century. Both lead highly successful workshops, in which they collaborated with their assistants such as Anthony van Dijck and Jacob Jordaens and worked for the regents of the Southern Netherlands: archduke Albrecht and his wife Isabella. This couple also ordered a sufficient number of the co-productions. 
Current technical analyses revealed the intimate and flexible working relationship between Rubens and Breughel: contrary to the initial expectations, the older and more experienced Brueghel played the role of initiator and set up the compositions. Rubens then often revised Brueghel’s finished work. In his turn, Brueghel responded by integrating these changes as the composition evolved.​[27]​ 
The best known work created by these two Antwerp masters, is probably ‘The Garden of Eden with the Fall of Men’, part of the collection of The Royal Picture Gallery The Mauritshuis, in The Hague (see fig. 2). Created about 1617, Brueghel roughly sketched the composition and Rubens painted the figures of Adam and Eve, the horse, tree and snake. Brueghel painted the landscape around this group. But the flexible Brueghel did not restrict himself to landscapes, flowers and fruit; in other cases he was responsible for the architecture and interior in the composition. 

fig.2
Peter Paul Rubens (1577-1640) and Jan Brueghel the Elder (1568-1625)
‘The Garden of Eden with the Fall of Adam and Eve’, 1615
Oil on panel
74 x 114 cm
Signed middle: Petri Pauli Rubens Figr / 
J Brueghel fec.
The Hague, Royal Picture Cabinet, Mauritshuis




















Peter Paul Rubens (1577-1640) and Jan Brueghel the Elder (1568-1625)




Glasgow, Glasgow Museums: Kelvingrove Art Gallery and Museum






David Teniers the Younger, Nicolaes van Veerendael and Carstiaen Luckx
‘Vor der Küche’
oil on canvas
83 x 120 cm
Signed three times:






§1.3 Collaboration in seventeenth-century Dutch Republic
In the seventeenth-century Dutch Republic, which was established in 1585, collaboration especially occurred within the genre of landscape painting. In this genre, which developed into the most common and attractively priced genre on the free Golden Age art market, staffage, i.e. human figures, animals, objects, sculptural and architectonical elements (these last two are also referred to as ‘bijwerk’) formed an integrated part of the composition. Next to its narrative function, staffage was an important compositional element to achieve ‘varietà’ or ‘varietas’ (variety), which enlarged the attractiveness of the painting and showed of the painter’s different qualities. It also created a certain amount of perspective in the work. 
The figures had to be in accordance with the specific character of the landscape; heroic, pastoral, Arcadian, idyllic or realistic. And its presence and number affected the price of the painting: within the variety of landscapes available at the seventeenth century art market, marines were the most expensive landscapes. However, Italianate landscapes including staffage, and landscapes which included mythological figures were even more expensive than marines. Landscapes decorated with animals were of almost the same average price as overall landscapes, as were night scenes.​[30]​ It is even known that staffage was specially requested for. Interesting in this case is the remark by the duke of Toscany to his agent in Amsterdam, Ferrori that he should only purchase a work by Van der Heyden is it included figures.​[31]​ 

It was exactly the need for staffage and the incapability of landscape painters to create such in a satisfying way that caused the practice of collaboration between two or more independent painters, specialists in respectively landscape and staffage, to blossom into a specific characteristic of seventeenth century Dutch landscape painting. Some landscapists such as Jan van Goyen, Jan Both, Jacob van Ruysdael and Meindert Hobbema occasionally used a staffage painter while Jan Wijnants used the qualities of other painters on a very regular basis (see figure 5). Among the most popular staffage painters were the Dutch Italianate painters Cornelis Poelenburgh, Claes Berchem, Adriaen van de Velde who decorated over fifty known landscapes including marine paintings by his father​[32]​, and Johannes Lingelbach. The combination between the naturalistic landscape of painters such as Jacob van Ruysdael and the Italianated staffage, may strike us as unusual, but apparently the outcome was a successful one.​[33]​




Jacob Isaacksz. van Ruisdael and Adriaen van de Velde, circa 1660











§1.4 Art theoretical opinions on collaboration practices 1604-1740
From the first Dutch art treatise by Karel van Mander published in 1603-1604 onwards, several art theoreticians living in the Netherlands expressed their views on the practice of collaboration. Generally speaking, the group of art theoreticians that accepted collaboration observed it as a natural consequence of the process of specialities and a legitimate way to overcome the limitations of an artist. The more classical orientated authors, such as Samuel van Hoogstraten and Gerard de Lairesse, viewed collaboration as a practice degrading the art of painting to a craft. However, all of them were concerned with the decreasing of overall aesthetic harmony bound up with this practise. 

Karel van Mander Het Schildersboeck, 1604
Influenced by the Italian art theoreticians Alberti and Vasari, Karel van Mander preached the gospel of universality (a master ‘sal soecken universael te wesen’), which implied the ability of an artist to excel in every component of the art of painting. In the more realistic case of less talented artists however, Van Mander encouraged striving for perfecting one individual by God given talent. Hereby he accepted, but certainly not promoted the existence of specialities as a necessary evil. In another part of the book Van Mander contradicts his former statements by claiming that to excel in one part specifically, also implies universality. 





W. Goeree(1635-1711), Inleyding tot de practyk der algemeene schilder-konst, 1670
According to Willem Goeree paintings created by two or more artists lacked harmony. He even called them ‘hoerekinderen’; works of art created by more than one father.​[36]​ In his Inleyding tot de practyk der algemeene schilder-konst from 1670 he elaborates on this topic:
‘[…] Waerom een Lantschap-Schilder sijn stucken door een Beeldenaer kan laten stoffeeren, gelijckmendat soo noemt: Invoegen…Want menighmael en wert van de Stoffeerders het voornemen vanden Meester, noch de verkiesinghe van de Dagh-licht, noch de behoorlijcke wijckinge der gronden, de Perspectijf, Ja den gansche aert van ’t Landtschap niet verstaan […].’​[37]​

Samuel van Hoogstraten (…-….), Inleyding tot de hooge school der schilderkonst: Anders de zichtbaere werelt, 1678
In 1678 Samuel van Hoogstraten agrees with Van Mander, when he remarks: ‘t Is beter datmen een ding uitnemende wel kan doen, dan veel dingen maer redelijk.’​[38]​ In the specific case of collaboration within landscape painting Van Hoogstraten adds that this practice is only accepted in the case of large scale paintings. But reality forced him to disobey his own rules. Van Hoogstraten collaborated with Nicolaes Roosendeal (1636-1686) and he probably included animals and figures in paintings by deceased painters such as Bartholomeus van Bassen (1590-1652) and Adam Pynacker (1621-1673) in order to give them a ‘classical’ touch.​[39]​

Gerard de Lairesse (1640-1711), Groot Schilderboek, 1740
According to the classicist Gerard de Lairesse it is better to excel in one small part of the art of painting, than being reasonably successful in a number of parts. On the other hand, he finds it regrettable if an artist sticks to one trick. In the particular case of landscape painting, De Lairesse therefore prescribes a variety in stoffage to decorate the landscape. If the painter is not qualified enough to do so, De Lairesse recommends turning to other paintings, drawings or prints for inspiration or asking the helping hand of another artist. But, and De Lairesse hammers on this point several times, the helper’s individual contribution must be small, subordinated to the whole and not be intended to pride oneself. As he warns: ‘Het is aanmerkingswaardig, dat de Stukken, van twee bijzondere handen geschilderd, nooit of zelden het oogmerk van den Vinder konden bereiken, maar merkelyk onderscheiden werden ’t zy in de kracht, uitvoerlykheid of koleur: geen wonder, wanneer elk zyne zin en trant wil volgen, zonder elkanderen te ontzien, min of meêr of daar de Helper zo veel deel aan had als de Vinder. Wanneer zich een Veldoverste tot deeze of geende onderneeming te zwak bevind, verzoekt hij van een ander hulp, maar niet om te gebieden.’​[40]​






Gerard de Lairesse and Johannes Glauber
 ‘Italian landscape with three music making women’
oil on canvas
290 x 210 cm
Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum

§1.5 Collaboration in the eighteenth century





Jacob van Strij, ‘Landscape with hunters near the entrance of a castle’
oil on canvas
253 x 169 cm


























































Collaboration in the Romantic period: 1800-1850


§2.1 De term Romantic
The term ‘Romantic’ is a much disputed one in Dutch art history and the debate whether or not this movement actually took place in The Netherlands is very topical. As recent as last year, the makers of the exhibition Meesters van de Romantiek, pursued the ambitious goal of rejecting the prevailing view of the non-existence of a Romantic period in The Netherlands. They did so, by presenting the Romantic movement general European movement which was marked by versatility and complexity and linked to a certain attitude to life, rather than seeing it as a movement consisting of the emotional expressions of a small number of great geniuses, such as Caspar David Friedrich. One of the characteristics of the Dutch Romanticism was the artists’ admiration for and dependence on the art produced by their glorious forefathers of the Golden Age. And as a result of this, as we will see, the practice of collaboration especially in landscape painting, witnessed a remarkable renaissance. 

§2.2 The connection with the seventeenth century
After a century in which the artistic production was mainly focussed on interior decoration and witnessed a decline in both the quality and quantity of the art produced, the art buying public regained its interest in art and more precisely in easel painting.​[42]​
This development was influenced by several governmental art stimulating impulses, such as the institution of the first national museum in 1800 ‘De National Konst-Gallery’ and the organisation of the exhibition of living masters after French model form 1808 onwards, which served to morally uplift the public and improve the qualities of contemporary Dutch artists. The exhibition of living masters, who grew more and more populai, was initiated by the French King Lodewijk Napoleon and continued by King William I and served as an important platform for contemporary artists to display their work. But the collector’s taste until the 1850’s was still directed to seventeenth-century art. For those of whom this was too expensive, contemporary art formed an easier available, more affordable and therefore very welcome substitution.​[43]​

The early nineteenth-century artists where more than happy to take examples of their glorious forefathers, in the hope to receive a part of their former glory. This was done by references to art produced in that period, by for example the copying of composition, the presence of figures dressed in seventeenth-century costumes (something which remained visible in Johannes Bosboom’s church interiors) or more literally by the rehabilitation of specialities.  
And again, as a consequence of this specialisation and the inabilities of some landscapists to create the staffage, which was still a coherent and necessary part of the composition, landscapists and painters who excelled in staffge (or both) joined forces. Painters who did this very often were: Andreas Schelfhout, Charles Rochussen (1814-1894), Ch. Leickert and a large number of artist listed as collaboration partners, were at one point in their career active as teacher of Hague School artists to be. For example: Louwrens Hanedoes, H. van de Sande Bakhuyzen, B.C. Koekkoek (see fig.8). But was a good romantic landscape and in which ways did it enable artists to work together?

2.3 The creation of a Romantic landscape painting: B.C. Koekkoek’s ‘Herinneringen en mededeelingen van een landschapschilder’, 1841​[44]​
Even tough from 1800 onwards there was a growing appreciation and emphasis on the study of nature and the reflection of this in the eventual work of art, paintings were still carefully composed within the save walls of the artist’s atelier, and by doing so left much room for artists to collaborate. 
A source which is still invaluable for the study into early nineteenth-century landscape painting is the report on a trip trough Germany the most Romantic landscapist B.C. Koekkoek wrote down in 1841. By then, the Dordrecht born Koekkoek was already living in Kleef, where he set up an Academy in that same year, which was attended by national and international aspiring artists, such as P.J.C. Gabriël, A. Dewaille. In this way his report can also be seen as a guide for young landscapists, in which he shared his experiences and offers tips and tricks. Of course, his remarks on landscape painting and the manners he applied did not apply to every landscape painter in The Netherlands in this period, but his was surely an average one. However, the fact that Koekkoek was the founder of the popular Academy of landscape painting in Cleef, plus the popularity of his own work, which was copied by the brothers Maris, made it doubtless that he did influences the next generation.

In several passages Koekkoek emphasised in lyrical phrasing the importance of studying nature and being true to nature: ‘Gelukkig echter de school, waar moeder Natuur op den voorgrond staat, en zij alleen geraadpleegd wordt, om waarheid op het doek of paneel voor te stellen.- Hij kent de geheimen van de veelvuldige schakeringen der natuur, zijne schilderij is eene getrouwe kopij der natuur, ziedaar den hoogsten lof, die een’schilder kan toegezwaaid worden, het heiligst doel van al zijnen arbeid, van al zijn streven.’​[45]​
But is a false to assume that this ‘being true to nature’ implied slavishly copying nature and depicting a view exactly as it had appeared for the artist’s eye. Instead, Koekkoek encourages young artists to select elements of nature, which his intellectual capacity and his throughout knowledge of nature enabled him to do successfully, and combine them in order to create an ideal landscape. Koekkoek revers to this end result as ‘een bevallige leugen’; to the ignorant eyes of the public, this landscape will look ‘true’ and recognisable’. In this scenario the study to nature was indispensable.  Not only provides it the artist with a good knowledge of nature,  the countless drawings and sketches the artist made during his lifetime combined with his academic studies made up his stock age of inspiration and enabled him to create works indoors. As Koekkoek put it in his own words: ‘Gij verrijkt uwe portefeuille met een’ schat van schoonheden die gij naderhand in het barre jaargetijde, in uwe warme kamer gezeten, met welgevallen en vertrouwen raadpleegt, en die herinneringen in uwe ziel storten, welke u schoone en rijke stof aanbieden, om iets schoons te scheppen en eene nieuwe schilderij de wereld te laten zien.’​[46]​ 

In terms of collaboration, this idea of landscape painting as a feasible and foremost teachable concept instead of the expression of an individual experience, and the creational process which accompanied it, enabled two different hands to create one landscape. Staffage was still a narrative part of the composition, and the smooth painting technique, which was the only one accepted, enabled the staffage painter to successfully incorporate his part in the landscape. 

It is save to say that around 1850, collaboration in easel painting was still an excepted tradition practice among artists. It had survived from the seventeenth-century easelpainting, also lived trough the eighteenth-century ‘schilderswinkel’ in which the master’s of the romantic era were educated.. And the need to specialise, made collaboration necessary 
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fig.8
Barend Cornelis Koekkoek and Eugene Joseph Verboeckhoven, ‘Still Life with a hare’, 1844
Oil on canvas
97 x 80 cm 
Signed and dated on the lower left: Eugène Verboeckhoven / B.C. Koekkoek 1844





















































 Two different types of collaboration

Before digging deeper into the main topic of this thesis, collaboration within the Hague School, I want to make a division into two different types of collaboration. In both cases the reasons for the artists involved, namely artistic, financial and practical, coincide.

1 ‘Traditional collaboration’
The traditional form of collaboration, as has been discussed in the former chapters, between a landscapists and a specialist in staffage. 
In this case there are two different specialists working in one work

2 ‘The hand of the master’ 
The application of changes or adjustments in the work by someone other than the initiator, either during the creation of the works or after the initiator of the work had already finished. This particular form can not really be typified as ‘collaboration’, because as we will see, the initiator sometimes did not know these alterations where being made. 
This form of help was anonymous and among artists seen as a matter of course.
The artists involved do not necessarily need to be two artists specialised in different fields.
This practice was common between a master and his pupil or an established master and a less talented colleague, in which cases it could be referred to as ‘the hand of the master’, but also between artists of the same calibre. 




























































Between Romantic and Realism





‘De stichters en meeste hoofdvertegenwoordigers onzer moderne schilderschool staan bijna allen, tot reeds vrij gevorderden leeftijd, in de onpersoonlijke kunst der straks genoemde meesters [Romantic masters such as Schotel, Pieneman and Schelfhout].’​[47]​

As this quotation implies, the break with the romantic period and its ‘impersonal art’ as De Bock puts it, did not happen overnight. The artists who will be called in later years The Hague School, had their roots in the romantic era. The influences of their romantic and specialised teachers, both stylistically and in the choice of genre proved very hard to break free from. For some of them, such as Willem Maris and Johannes Bosboom this even never happened. The artists who did not receive their education from landscapists, in the most broadest meaning of the word, solely were also the ones who in their later career proved to be more divers in their choice of topic. This is illustrated by the figures of Jacob and Matthijs Maris and Jozef Israëls. 
The period 1850-1870 can therefore be seen as the years of transition. Although the first signs of modernisation slowly but surely became present in their work, trough the direct influence of work by Barbizon painters or indirect via contact with Dutch fellow artists who lived in Brussels, Romantic aspects and undertone remain present. But these are also the years the artists who were later to form the Hague School came into contact with one another, via common teachers or the places they visited. In this case, especially Oosterbeek, where under the guidance of J.W.Bilders a so-called Dutch Barbizon had developed, is of importance. The friendships developed in these early years, eventually led to the sharing of several ateliers. 

This early history of the Hague School coincides with the Dutch version of the French Realism. But different from this proto-type the Dutch version preserved Romantic aspects, was dominated by the reproduction of the landscape instead of the human figure and hardly, if ever, gave evidence of socialistic sentiments. ​[48]​  The artists however did, just like Thoré-Bürger prescribed, choose, but very selectively, the topics in their immediate surroundings. The new realistic landscape preserved a higher degree of truthfulness, due to a better observation and a more convincing presentation. ​[49]​

The background of the Hague School artists to be, the artistic tradition they grew up in, the places they visited and the changing view on landscape painting all had consequences for the cooperative attitude of the young artists.
In this chapter I will sketch the background against which the young, future Hague School artists worked collaboratively. And the outlines of the roles played by some of the artists in chapter 4, such as Jacob Maris, will already be roughly sketched. 

§3.2 Education
The education of an artist in these years was divided into several segments. For most of the Hague School artists it included an academic education which was mainly directed towards the drawing after gips models or living models either at the ‘Stads Teeken Academie’ in The Hague (Jacob Maris, Matthijs and Willem Maris, Gerard Bilders, B.J. Blommers, )
or the ‘Academy van Beeldende Kunsten’ in Amsterdam (P.J.C. Gabriël and Jozef Israëls). This type of education, which was classical orientated and aimed at the resurrecting the genre of history painting, became more and more common after the 1850’s due to the relatively easy accessibility of these institutions. In later years this development was regretted by some Hague School masters who eagerly stressed the necessity of ‘looking trough your own lens’, as Johannes Bosboom had once put it.​[50]​ Jacob Maris, on the other hand, favoured the Academy over taking lessons from a master. According to De Bock, Maris did not want to have pupils because he was afraid of influencing them too much.​[51]​
The lessons at the Academy, which were given during the evening, were completed with the copying after old masters in for example the Royal Picture Cabinet, Mauritshuis, or contemporary artists. In order for these youngsters to also get acquainted with the practical side of painting, it was custom to receive training in the atelier of an established master. Painters such as B.J. van Hove (Johannes Bosboom), J.H.L Meijer (Matthijs and Jacob Maris), A. Schelfhout and J.A.B Stroebel (Jacob Maris)  introduced them on payment of rather large amounts of money, in some cases even more than fl.200,- into the secrets of the art of painting.​[52]​ It is difficult to say what the role of the head of the atelier was and what the lessons received by the pupil specifically implied. But, just like we have seen in the ‘job description’ of pupils in medieval workshops, it most definitely included preparing the master’s canvases and working in the master’s work. This very traditional part of the education, as can be seen in the examples of Johannes Bosboom, who was a pupil of decors painter Bartholomeus Johannes van Hove (1790-1880) and Jacob Maris, was probably the youngsters’ first introduction to the concept of collaboration. 

In the 1830’s Johannes Bosboom worked in the atelier of his neighbour, city view painter B.J. van Hove. Between 1831 and 1878 Van Hove and his assistants created decors for the French opera company which had its residence in the recently restored Koninklijke Schouwburg in The Hague. The collaboration between Van Hove and Bosboom was coherent to the large scale of the canvases which required several specialists. Van Hove himself describes his own beginning time at the opera as following: ‘In ‘t zelfde jaar [1808] in de maand July, kreeg den Heer Breekenheimer de nieuwe Leidsche Schouwburg te decoreéren en nam op myn verzoek myne neef A. Schelfhout in dienst. Deze, welke zig reeds geoefend had, begond met het schilderen van het bosch, waar in hy zoo voldeed, dat hy twee guldens per dag verdiende, en ik begon onze meester te helpen aan ’t paleis om lynen te slaan en te trekken.’​[53]​ Bosboom trained himself during his time at Van Hove in the depiction of city views, and these were probably also his attributions to the monumental canvases.
From Jacob Maris is known that his master Huib van Hove (1814-1864) who specialised in interiors in the style of Pieter de Hoogh, ordered his pupil to paint small details in his interiors such as chandeliers. According to artist and art critic Jan Veth the goal of these exercises was not so much to improve Maris’s painterly qualities, but to keep him busy so Van Hove could go out.​[54]​ 
Later in his career, Jacob Maris experienced again what it was to be an assistant. In the beginning of the 1860’s, financial insecurity forced Jacob Maris to work in the atelier of his earlier master, the seascape painter Louis Meijer. Next to grinding the paint and cleaning the painter’s pencils, he also worked a great deal in the monumental sea depictions. Maris, who already finished his education both in Antwerp and in The Hague and worked as a self-sufficient painter creating portraits, genre pieces in Van Hove’s style and landscapes in Oosterbeek, was not so much a pupil of Meijer as well as his well needed helper or assistant. De Bock describes this procedure in lenght: ‘Op het schoone doek werd eerst met wat papaverolie de grondverf gebracht, waarna de volgenden dag de lucht moest worden geschilderd, de wolken gemodelleerd, het licht en de schaduw heel voorzichtig opgewerkt, terwijl later de luchtpartijen steviger opgezet werden. De touwtjes der masten moesten snel over de taaie verf getrokken worden, opdat deze fijntjes uit het penseel vloeide. Ook het dunsausen van schaduwpartijen, werd met overleg toegepast’.​[55]​
During these years Maris’ got more and more acquainted with Meijer’s style of painting and at the end of the sea painter’s life, who still had a great reputation, Jacob’s help was considered a matter of course, even in the eyes of art dealers and fellow painters. At the end of 1864 Meijer sold thirty studies, without stoffage to art dealer Boer van de Bazaar. Maris’ share in this case enabled him to take a study trip to Paris, which was suggested by Vincent van Gogh, Goupil’s & Cie.,in The Hague.

§3.3 Examples of collaboration abroad

§3.3.1 Jozef Israëls and Jacobus van Koningsveld (1824-1866) in Paris, 1845-1846
The education of a young artist was incomplete without a study trip abroad. This stay varied from a short trip to a longer learning period at an Academy or atelier, and in some cases even both. Attractive art centres, with even more attractive educational prospects where Paris, Antwerp and Brussels. And it is in Paris we find the first example of traditional collaboration of this chapter.

In 1845, after working in the atelier of the Amsterdam figure- and portrait painter J.A. Kruseman (1804-1862) and simultaneously following classes at the capital’s Academy, the Groninger born Jozef Israëls got accepted at the large atelier of F.E. Picot, a follower of classicist Jean Louis David. When Israëls moved to Paris in September, his equally aged friend Jacobus van Koningsveld who he met at the atelier of Kruseman, had already been living in the French capital for nearly three months. It is unfortunately unknown if Van Koningsveld joined Israëls at Picots’atelier. 
Together with some hundred fifty students form different nationalities, the young Israëls studied in the morning after plasters and later nude models and completed his education with evening classes at the École des Beaux-Arts under the guidance of Delaroche J.J. Pradier, H. Vernet en P. Delaroche. In between, Israëls found time to visit Barbizon, copy paintings in The Louvre and create at least three history paintings with his companion Van Koningsveld, who were all exhibited The Netherlands.​[56]​ At the 1846 ‘Tentoonstelling van Levende Meesters’ in Amsterdam ‘Moeder en kind’ and ‘Geplunderd en gejaagd’ were on show.​[57]​ The third painting followed one year later and carried the title ‘De laatste oogenblikken van Pacheco’, in which the dying Pacheco trusts the care for his daughter to his favourite pupil Velazquez.’​[58]​
Although neither of the works got crowned with a medaille, they did receive the necessary attention in the press and ‘De laatste oogenblikken van Pacheco’ was even purchased by the Amsterdam artists society Arti et Amicitiae and served as a price in their lottery.​[59]​ 
Unfortunately information about the composition, style of these paintings and the way it was signed is lacking, although it is save to say that the young artists, who were both trying to establish a name singed both. It is most probably that Jozef Israëls took care of the figures, although Van Koningsveld is later listed as a painter of portraits. Given the circumstances in which the works were created there must have been a classical influence noticeable in the works. According to Jan Veth who once saw a reproduction by Israëls himself of ‘De laatste oogenblikken van Pacheco’ in The Hague, the painting carried remarks of Israëls’ hero Ary Scheffer,  but had an overall coolness of colour, which he attributed to Delaroche, the critic did not approve of.​[60]​ 

Although he continued to make history paintings for the next years, Israëls’ return to Amsterdam in May of 1847 meant the end of the collaboration between himself and Van Koningsveld, which had probably not been as successful as Israëls had hoped for. Maybe the time in Paris also had led to some self-confidence within the young artist and the urge to settle himself as an independent artist? In any case, any further examples of traditional collaboration in the oeuvre of Israëls are not to be found. It is only in the next chapter that Israëls returns with interesting occasional piece in which he had his part. 
In contrast with his friend who would develop into the grand old man of the Hague School, Jacobus van Koningsveld fell into oblivion and focused on photography.​[61]​ In 1853 at the exhibition of contemporary masters he again exhibited a painting created in collaboration. Together with the then twenty-one year old J.H.L. de Haas, who in that year visited Oosterbeek for the first time, he sent in a topic taken from J. Cats’s Spiegel van ouden en nieuwen tijd : ‘Een rijk man sterft zijn kind, ‘Een arm man zijn koe’.​[62]​  It is still unknown how De Haas, who lived in Haarlem, and Van Koningsveld who lived in Amsterdam met.  

§3.3.2 Jacob and Matthijs Maris in Antwerp 1855-1857
In the 1850’s both Jacob and Matthijs Maris left The Hague after studying under several masters such Louis Meijer, for Antwerp. At that time history painter Gustaaf Wappers, who painted in a way linked to Rubens, was the director of The Royal Academy of Fine Arts. In comparison to the much more French-classical orientated Academy of Brussels, Antwerp was focusing more and more on Flemish art and history, searching for its own identity instead of adopting the French or Dutch. Antwerp was an attractive place for Dutch artists, not in the least because education was free.​[63]​ In this exciting city, where the young Jacob and Matthijs were exposed to artistic influences so different from the ones in The Netherlands, several works were created in collaboration between the two. 

The eldest Maris brother, Jacob, had already been living and studying in Antwerp for a year, when his brother Matthijs joined him in 1855 after been granted a royal scholarship. When his master Hubertus van Hove (1814-1864) left for Antwerp in 1854, probably because of tax arrears but also because of the attractive artistic climate, the young Jacob followed him. In the evening, Jacob visited the well known Academy of Antwerp.  Jacob was very positive about the level of education at the academy. In the same year, Jacob sent in a work for the first time to the exhibition of Levende Meesters.​[64]​ According to Théophile de Bock, in his biography on Jacob Maris, understandings between Van Hove and Maris got worse because neither of them sold work. ​[65]​ Artist en art critic of a next generation Jan Veth wrote in 1914 that Maris rented a room, opposite to that of Van Hove.​[66]​ In any case, when Matthijs came to Antwerp in 1855, Jacob left Van Hove to live with his brother.

But Jacob and Matthijs were not the only Dutch students in Antwerp. Alma Tadema (1836-1912) who was later to be called Sir Lawrence Alma-Tadema, arrived in Antwerp in the company of a good friend of the family, Marcke de Lummen, in the summer of 1852 after being rejected at the academies of Amsterdam and The Hague. The young painter moved in with Van Marcke who already had room in the nearness of the Academy. In 1860 Van Marcke started a photo studio in Brugges.​[67]​ 
Several sources state that Alma-Tadema and the Maris brothers, who met at the Academy and probably also moved in the same social circles, lived at one point together in one house. The municipal archives of the city of Antwerp do not give any decisive answers about this. But Alma-Tadema is registered as having no address in the winter of 1855-1856. It is therefore possible that he shared rooms with Matthijs and Jacob during this winter.​[68]​ This is a point of interest especially if we look at a small panel which depicts a basket with puppies and a mother dog, bearing the signatures of Alma-Tadema and one of the Maris brothers (see fig.9). Which of the Maris brothers was involved has been a case of much dispute over the years, but currently it has been attributed to Jacob.​[69]​ It is known that in their early careers the work of the brothers, which would differ so much in later years, was almost interchangeable.






Sir Lauwrence Alma Tadema and Jacob Maris, ‘Teef in een mand met pups’, ca.1855
Oil on panel
29 x 42,5 cm
Signed, lower right: L. Alma Tadema Maris










Matthijs Maris and James Maris
‘A view in a Dutch town with figures and small craft’, circa 1855-1860
oil on panel (?), 15 ½ x 21 ½ in.
Private Collection, formerly Brechin collection, Scotland

§3.4 Oosterbeek: towards a more realistic landscape 

In these early years, when the Maris brothers were educated abroad, their contemporaries visited Oosterbeek for the fist time and it is in this rural village that the traditional collaboration between a landscapist and a staffage painter especially occurred, or at least between artists who new each other via this rural place. But what caused these artists to work together? Was it the influence of senior figure J.W. Bilders (1811-1890) or their colleagues in Brussels, who as we will see in another chapter visited Oosterbeek regularly? Or was it merely caused by the need for these young artists to work together in order to create a saleable work of art? In the next paragraphs I will address the changing view on landscape painting, the figure of J.W. Bilders and the young artists who took Oosterbeek as their temporarily residence, while trying to answer the questions posed.


§3.4.1 The attraction of Oosterbeek
Oosterbeek can be counted among the earliest artistic colonies in The Netherlands; ever since the 1840’s especially Romantic artists had been inspired by this desolated, wooded area. In their work they focused on the magnitude and magic of nature; grand old oak trees, wild brooks and panoramic views dominated their canvases. Johannes Warnardus Bilders prolonged this line of devotion of nature​[74]​, when he settled in Oosterbeek in 1845, four years after his first visit. The young artists he surrounded himself with in the summertime, for whom Oosterbeek offered affordable lodgings, were bounded by a feeling of solidarity against the older generation and the search for a new approach to nature. 
Just as in Barbizon, they devoted their time to the study of nature and created numerous sketches en plein air in which they captured the reflection of light, the glistering of the water and the flocks of sheep and cattle of cows. The sketch was important, but not more than a way to transport the sphere of the moment and the changing of the light into an oil painting, which preferably was still created in the atelier.​[75]​ Much to the art critics’ dislike, the broad painting technique and sketchy character became more and more visible in the oil paintings. As a critic of the Kunstkronijk put it in 1865: ‘Berghem, Both of Potter hadden eens met een doek moeten aankomen, zoo onafgewekt als dat van Gabriël Vroege morgen en dat hetwelk er onder hangt van Mauve Kudde schapen. ’t Zijn niets dan schetsen. Daarbij is dat van Gabriël, al belooft het ook goed van kleur te zullen zijn een onbehagelijke voorstelling.’​[76]​ They also noticed and disapproved of the domination of the colour grey in the oil paintings: ‘Ik wil gaarne geloven dat W. Maris goed meent te doen met de platgereden paden te verlaten en voor zijn onmiskenbaar savoir faire eene nieuwe richting te gaan zoeken, maar als die hem er toe brengt om den ‘Rijn’ in een grauwe nevel en de ‘Bergen’ in eene grauwe stofwolk te schilderen, zóó dat de contours van ezels of ossen er zich in verliezen, - wat helpt mij dan zijn vaardigheid? Gezocht te zijn is nooit mooi; toch is zoeken te prijzen.’​[77]​
 The so-called ‘search for a coloured grey’ as the much cited remark by Gerard Bilders reads, became almost an obsession among the painters, who influenced each others technique and use of colour.

The paintings which will be the centre of attention in the next paragraphs however, still show evidence of a romantic undertone, combined with a more realistic view on nature which mainly manifested itself on the correct rendering of light.

§3.4.2 P.J.C. Gabriel, J.H.L. de Haas,  and Anton Mauve 
After lessons at the Academy of B.C. Koekkoek in 1844, who was significantly nicknamed ‘Prins der romantici’, P.J.C. Gabriël became a pupil of the romantic Haarlem landscapist Cornelis Lieste (1817-1861).  He was a well known and respected master and his atelier was a meeting place for older painters such as Eugène Verboeckhoven, with whom Gabriël would work together in Brussels. At drawing evenings organised by the Haarlem drawing society ‘Kunst Zij Ons Doel’ he met Johannes H. Leornardus de Haas (1832-1908) who at his turn worked at the atelier of animal painter Pieter Frederik van Os (1808-1892). In 1854, Anton Mauve took over De Haas’s place, but Gabriël and Mauve had already met before at the atelier of the Haarlem animal painter Hendrik van Savrij (1832-1907). Of both of these teachers, Lieste and Van Os, examples of collaboration are known. Lieste worked together with Hendrik van de Sande Bakhuijzen (1795-1860), who was Roelofs’ advisor during the year 1840-1841, and with Charles Rochussen.​[78]​ P.F. van Os, and also his father P.G. van Os, collaborated in their turn several times with their respectively brother and son in law J.Th. Abels( see fig. 11). This landscapist also worked together with De Haas whom he probably met via the family Van Os. When this happened and what the result of their collaboration was, is yet unknown.






J.T. Abels en P.F. van Os, ‘Gelderse weide in de middag’, 1833
Oil on canvas
70 x 88 cm




But Gabriël found it hard to deliver complete and detailed paintings and as a friend, Jan Boland (1838-1922) recalled: ‘Gabriël had daar groote moeite mede zoodat ik meermalen bij Bilders hoorde zeggen ‘Er komt maar niets uit zijn handen.’​[80]​ It is therefore not surprising that the young Gabriël counted on the skills of befriended animal painters more than once. In 1857 he asked the horse specialist Wouter Verschuur senior (1812-1874) to decorate his landscape with horses. The same year ‘‘Een Geldersch landschap’, gestoffeerd door W. Verschuur’’ was exhibited in Amsterdam.​[81]​
 The next summer Gabriël took his friend Anton Mauve, who at that time just finished his apprenticeship at Verschuur’s atelier, to Oosterbeek. Just like De Haas, Mauve concentrated himself on studying cows and in the year of his first visit Mauve placed these ‘Gelderse’ cows in Gabriëls’ landscape (see fig.11). The large canvas ‘Bosgezicht met koeien onderaan de stuwwal’, is a typical atelier piece; an open space in the woods, surrounded by magnificent trees, with cattle and human figures completing the idyllic scene. The painting was carefully constructed on the basis of accurate studies to nature. That these studies were used more than once, becomes clear when comparing the small goat in the foreground to the goat in Mauve’s ‘Koeien aan de poel te Oosterbeek’ of the same year (see fig.13). The strict divisions in plans, which can also be seen in Gabriëls’ work ‘Landschap in Kleef’ (see fig.12) plus the dominant placement of the cattle, which is strictly outlined and not absorbed by the surrounding landscape which became one of the characteristics of The Hague School, recall landscapes by Romantic masters such as B.C. Koekkoek. 

















A. Mauve and P.J.C. Gabriël, ‘Bosgezicht met koeien onderaan de stuwwal’, 1858
Oil on canvas
102 x 154 cm





P.J.C. Gabriël, ‘Landschap in Gelderland’, circa 1855
Oil on panel
15 x 21,8 cm








A. Mauve, ‘Koeien aan de poel te Oosterbeek’, 1858
Oil on canvas
70 x 95,5 cm











J.W. Bilders was the central figure in the artistic scene in Oosterbeek. He was the pater familias who introduced the painters to the picturesque spots in Oosterbeek, although it was said that he kept the most beautiful ones for himself, and the stories about Bilders baptising newcomers in a brook are legendary.​[82]​ But according to Gabriël, Bilders also was ‘a very jealous man.’ He did not live in Oosterbeek non-stop: from 1841 until 1845, from 1852 until 1858, then he moved to Amsterdam, only to return definite in 1880. Between these years he visited Oosterbeek very regularly. Under the influence of the young artists in Oosterbeek, Bilders’ style developed from a very romantic, stiff style into a slightly broader technique (compare figures 11 and 12), but his works always bared an unmistakable atelier sphere. Throughout his career Bilders worked in collaboration with a wide ranging, both in generation and in painting style, group of artists who decorated his landscapes with staffage: his son Gerard Bilders, Willem Roelofs, Anton Mauve and Charles Rochusse. It is very well possible that Bilders senior also made use of the artistic qualities of his son in law, the cow specialist J.H.L. de Haas who married his daughter Caroline in 1862. But so far I have not found any evidence to proof this. 

Albertus Gerardus Bilders (1838-1865) was the talented son of Johannes. Bilders junior died aged twenty seven from tuberculoses, and struggled his whole to release himself from the influence of his persistent benefactor the writer Johannes Kneppelhout, who lived at ‘De Hemelsche Berg’, in Oosterbeek. Viewed in retrospective his atmospheric and fresh works herald the coming of The Hague School.
In July or August of the year 1859, the same period around which Kneppelhout stopped his financial support for Bilders, Bilders senior asked his son the decorate one of his landscapes with goats. The year before Bilders had been a pupil of the landscapist and animal painter Charles Humbert (1813-1881). In a letter to Kneppelhout, Gerard, who was living in Leiden at that time, writes the following:‘Hooggeachte Heer. Heden vertrek ik per eerste trein naar Amsterdam. Gisterenavond kreeg ik een brief van mijn vader, waarin hij mij zei, dadelijk over te komen om geiten te schilderen in een vrij groot bosgezicht dat hij af heeft en dat dadelijk van stapel moet lopen. Ik verdien mijn reisgeld, doch verlies een dag studie buiten. Als mijn geiten lukken en ze zijn niet al te koppig, dan ben ik morgen ten één uur weer hier.’​[83]​





A.G. Bilders, ‘Landschap met schapen’, 1863
Oil on panel
20,8 x 26 cm









J.W.Bilders en Willem Roelofs (vee)
‘Landschap met vee (Provincie Gelderland)’, 1867
Olieverf op doek
100 x 150 cm
Signering onbekend
Amsterdams Historisch Museum, collectie Willet-Holthuysen
The difference between the other paintings Roelofs created in cooperation with artist is the division of tasks: in the case of collaboration with Verboeckhoven and De Haas Roelofs created the landscape, but now he made the figures. In her book Schilders in Oosterbeek 1840-1870, Victorine Hefting describes this work as: ‘Een zeer imposant doek, waarin Bilders vrij laat weer naar een strakkere wijze van schilderen teruggrijpt, althans bij de figuren.’​[84]​ This stiff way of painting, which is occupied by Roelofs is reminiscent of the figures of the Belgian animal painter E. Verboeckhoven, with whom Roelofs worked together on several occasions and differs greatly from his own style at that time.

Four years later in 1870, J.W. Bilders exhibited a landscape decorated by Anton Mauve who was a good friend of his son Gerard: ‘’Avondstond bij het dorp Vorden’, gestoffeerd door A. Mauve.’ The high price of the painting, fl.1300,- implicates large dimensions, plus the fact that both Bilders and Mauve were successful enough to ask such prices for their work.​[85]​




J.W. Bilders, ‘Avond op Hackfort bij Vorden’ 1871
Oil on canvas
 90 x 151cm











The collaboration with artist of the same generation Charles Rochusses occurred in the last ten years of Bilders’ life.​[87]​ The two probably did not meet in Oosterbeek, but knew each other from artistic life in Amsterdam, where they both lived for a while. Rochussen who also worked together with Louwrens Hanedoes, J.F. Hoppenbrouwers, P.G. Vertin, Charles Leickert and Cornelis Lieste, put human figures in at least two paintings by Bilders: ‘Een kamp met heidens bij Oosterbeek’, which is probably the same as ‘Kamperende Zigeuners’​[88]​ and ‘De Bleekerij te Beek’. 

J.W. Bilders relied on the qualities of other painters several times and continued the practice of collaboration until the end of his life. He requested the staffage of younger painters whom he met in Oosterbeek, and who at that time where establishing themselves as successful artists. 
His position as older and respected artist probably made it worthwhile, even if it meant that the painters had to subordinate their own style to Bilders’s. 

§3.4.3 Willem Maris and Mauve
But the friendships originated in Oosterbeek, also lead to another form of collaboration: the enlisting of another colleague who had not been involved in the process. 
This becomes especially evident from a letter Anton Mauve wrote in 1867 to his younger friend Willem Maris in which the always insecure Mauve asks Willem for a curious favour. After having painted two small canvases for Mr. Visser and put them, still wet, in wrapping paper Mauve sent them to Maris with an accompanying letter, saying:
‘[…] zult gij ze s.v.p. met een eiervernisje bestrijken en vindt gij hier en daar eene slecht geziene greep, of ziet gij gemakkelijk kans er nog een geestige zet in te doen, och Kerel ik bid je doe het, want als ze hem niet beviel en ik krijg geen duiten dan zit ik er lelijk mee in, ik heb ze hoog noodig en snel spoedig ook, ik laat het dus aan je over hoe te doen, vindt gij ze goed genoeg dan zult gij ze snel spoedig bij hem bezorgen niet waar?’​[89]​

Anton Mauve trusts Maris’ judgement and quality enough to let him rework one of his paintings. In these cases, the painting is not signed by the two artists, but only by the initiator. The act can be seen as a deed of friendship between two likeminded, young artists who both knew the difficulties of living an artistic life.

§3.5 Sharing ateliers





























Collaboration in the grey period: 1870-1885

Around the 1870’s the group of artists who would form the core of The Hague School settled in The Hague. They were attracted by the presence of both sea and meadows in the direct surroundings of The Hague, plus the facilities offered by Pulchri Studio. Some of them knew each other already via Oosterbeek. In 1869 Hendrik Willem Mesdag moved to The Hague after a three-year study period in Brusels, and two years later Anton Mauve and Jozef Israëls followed from Amsterdam. In the same year, Jacob Maris (1837-1899) returned from Paris, while Willem Maris, Johannes Bosboom (1817-1891), J.H. Weissenbruch (1824-1903) and B.J.Blommers (1845-1914) practically never had left.​[90]​ The above mentioned artists had all kept their Pulchri Studio membership during their time abroad, or immediately joined Pulchri after their settling in The Hague. ​[91]​

In 1875, J. van Santen Kolff wrote an article in De Banier, tijdschrift van het jonge Holland in which he used the term ‘Hague School’ for the first time and by doing so he introduced the artists as a homogeneous group. Among the members he counted Mesdag, Jacob Maris, Louis Apol, , Jan Vrolijk, Théophile de Bock, Fred. du Chattel, Boks, Ter Meulen and Mauve and, outside The Hague also Jozef Neuhuys. This realistic movement is according to Van Santen Kolff characterised by a broad style of painting, the preference for depicting a certain sphere and the colour grey. But what is of importance for collaboration in these grey years is the following remark by Santen Kolff: ‘Is het ‘vee’ zooals de moderne schilderschool het opvat, niet zoo nauw verwant, zoo bijna vereenzelvigd met het ‘landschap’, dat het nauwelijks meer als afzonderlijk genre kan beschouwd worden? Maakt bij onze voortreffelijkste veeschilders: De Haas, Burnier en Willem Maris b.v., de stemming in de natuur niet een zoo integreerend deel der schilderij uit, dat het ‘vee’ slechts als hoofdfactor en niet meer als einddoel,  ‘Selbstzweck’, meer als stoffeering – trouwens een zeer gewichtige - dan als uitsluitend ter wille van zichzelf bestaand, mag worden opgevat?’​[92]​ According to Van Santen Kollf, the animal painter in the traditional meaning has been replaced by a more atmospheric approache to the landscape in which the staffage is part of this atmosphere. 

But what effect did all this, the settling in The Hague and the more atmospheric approach to landscape and staffage had on collaboration?


§4.1 Traditional collaboration: a case of specialists
The collaboration between two specialists, as seen in chapter 3, still continued.  And as can be seen in the examples, it mainly occurred between artists who received a very one-sided education and where mainly known for one specific topic.

§4.1.1 Willem Maris and Alexander Wüst (1837-1875)
In 1870 Willem Maris, Alexander Wüst, who lived in Antwerp, and F. Van Segeren made a study trip to Norway, probably on the proposal of Wüst who had been to Norway before. After returning to The Netherlands, Maris added at least two times cows and eagles to the mountainous landscapes of Wüst on the conditions that Willem: ‘[…] van die beesten, die op een afstand van drie uren in diens landschappen liepen, de oogen met pupillen enz. duidelijk nauwkeurig zou weergeven.’​[93]​ In Maris’s own oeuvre the influence of the journey is hardly noticeable; he created only two small sketches. The two large canvases were on show on the exhibition of Contemporary Masters in The Hague in 1872.​[94]​ On of them, probably originally called ‘Avondstond’ (see fig.17) is now part of the collection of the Dordrecht Musuem in Dordrecht.








Alexander Wüst (1837-1875) en Willem Maris (vee)
‘Bergachtig landschap bij ondergaande zon, in de omstreken van Dovre-Fjeld in Noorwegen’, 1871
Olieverf op doek
96 x 201 cm




§4.1.2 Willem Maris  and Théophile de Bock 
The traditional relationship between animal painter and landscapists was during the 1870’s perfectly embodied by Willem Maris and Théophile de Bock. Willem Maris decorated De Bock’s paintings well into the 1880’s. De Bock in his turn played his part in the Panorama Mesdag, as we will see in another paragraph. But theirs is also a relationship between two artists of different status, and painting technique. 

From 1875 until 1877 Théophile de Bock lived in Huize Engelenburg, Loosduinsweg 2.​[96]​ 
Around 1876 Willem Maris joins him and according to C. Harms Tiepen even Anton 
Mauve moved in. A rather large painting that stems from these years in Loosduinen and gives evidence of the professional relationship between De Bock and Maris, which had evolved to more than just sharing their workspace, is ‘Soir d’été aux environs de Loosduinen’, in which Willem Maris painted the cows.​[97]​ Theophilde de Bock describes the surroundings of Loosduinen as following; ‘[…] schilderachtige Loosduinsche weg; de vaart vloeiende langs moestuinen en weilanden met oude boerderijen en mooie melkbochten, hier en daar afgewisseld door een ouderwetsch buitenverblijf, zoals Engelenburg, en in de nabijheid de duinen in hun echt-hollandsch rustiek karakter.’​[98]​

In the painting ‘Eenden bij een vijver’ (see fig.18), Maris added his other speciality within the animal genre: ducks. This painting shows seven ducks by the hand of Willem Maris in a landscape of Théophile de Bock. The white and black feathered animals are about to enter a pond, which is surrounded by threes. A glance between two birches shows a distance meadow with cows, which also could have been painted by Maris. The light blue sky is filled with clouds, giving the painting an air of early spring. The rich, thick way in which the white and black ducks are painted, distance them from the smooth surface of their surroundings. This becomes particularly clear when the painting is seen from a side. The ducks as well as the large white cloud in the right upper corner, which even covers parts of the leafy tree, are placed over the landscape. They lay, so to speak, on the canvas and were filled in later, most probably by Willem Maris, in order to create a certain sphere. The water reflection of one of the birches, which gives the work a less static character is probably also added by Maris.
The autograph of the main painter, Théophile de Bock, is placed on the right side of the canvas. The so-called assistant Willem Maris placed his full name, with dark brown paint on the left lower side. In the undated painting ‘Cow drinking at a pool’, in which high slender trees shadow a narrow pool were a black and a white cow are drinking, the lower right of the canvas is signed with the initial W.M. Théophile de Bock, responsible for the surroundings,














Willem Maris and Theophile Emile Achille de Bock ‘Eenden bij een vijver’, around 1875-1880
Oil on canvas
122, 1 x 84,1 cm
Signed by both artists, lower left:  Willem Maris









In the relationship between Willem Maris and Théophile de Bock a clear division of powers/ cast was noticeable: Maris filled the role of teacher and De Bock acted as the proverbial dedicated pupil. Not only was Maris the one working in De Bock´s painting that is helping him, instead of the other way around, Maris also was the more skilful and talented of the two. According to the following anecdote, which provides a clear illustration of this division, De Bock personally experienced these differences: ‘Maris was met een doek bezig, dat Donderdagnamiddag af moest ; en de Bock klaagde zijn nood : ook Donderdag moest zijn ding af zijn, en die koeien wilden mar niet lukken. Dat was een dag of twee tevoren. En zie – daar staat Maris in zijn steeds vroege buien Donderdagmoren – vroeg in den klaren nieuwen dag. De zon scheen verrukkelijk en alles was zoo grijsblauw van jongheid, dat hij den weg naar ’t Kanaal bij de boschjes opging; de Bock sliep nog. ’t Was zoo’n klaren dag – de koeien vlotten prachtig. Juist las hij klaar is…komt de Bock met zijn slaperigen kop om den hoek kijken.’​[100]​

De Bock’s inability in painting figures and the unilateral oeuvre this inevitably led to was even noticed and criticised by the young Vincent van Gogh during a short visit in his atelier in The Hague in September or August of 1881. The beginning artist wrote to his brother Theo: ‘Maar die kerel [ Théophile de Bock] moet figuur gaan tekenen mijns inziens, om nog heel wat andere dingen te leveren’.​[101]​  Even in Renkum, a village near Oosterbeek were De Bock and his family lived from 1896 until 1902, De Bock is unable to create his own stoffage: H.A. van Ingen, an autodidact painter who lives near Renkum offers his talent in painting cows to De Bock several times. ​[102]​

§4.1.3 Johannes Bosboom and Carel Jacobus Behr 1812-1895) 
In de case of church interior painter Johannes Bosboom, it was especially his neighbour city view painter Carel Jacobus Behr (1812-1895) who had also been a pupil from B.J. van Hove,  who was in favour. At least six works were created in this very traditional collaboration in which Bosboom took charge of the staffage in Behr surroundings, but as the next pages will make clear there might have been more examples.​[103]​ Typically for Bosboom, he often opted for seventeenth-century dressed figures with which he used to adorn his own church interiors with (see fig.19).

fig.19
Johannes Bosboom and Carel Jacobus Behr, ‘A Dutch townscape’
Oil on canvas
68 x 86 cm
Signed (partly visible), lower right: C. Behr

The works by Behr were not of a very high standard, but Bosboom found the works by his neighbour well drawn and well enough composed to add figures. In their biography on Bosboom dated 1917, the writer G.H. Marius and W. Martin leave no doubt about the financial considerations involved: the staffage by Bosboom made the works more attractive and easier to sell.​[104]​
It is very interesting in this case that letters by Behr to an art dealer, which are concerned with paintings created by him and Bosboom, survive. These letters date from 1887, and Behr writes: ‘De geachte heer Bosboom is altijd vol verlangen mijn St. Nicolaaskerk af te maken, doch word verhinderd. Z.E. is steeds belet door druktens. Ik kan niet genoeg voorzichtig zijn die Groote Artist te ménageeren; hij is voor mij altijd zoo hartelijk en welwillend. Ik heb verscheidene zaken dien gereed zijn voor Z.E. onder andere het Stadhuis Middelburg [a topic which is also found in Bosboom’s early work], alsook de Abdij Middelburg en de Poort Berg op Zoom…’. 
There seems to be a strict division the roles played by the two arists involved: Bosboom was the master, ‘die Groote Artist’, for whom adding staffage to Behr’s work was not his first priority. Behr was the minor artist who relied on Bosboom qualities and who created series of works, leaving them to be adorned by Bosboom. How aware Behr was of this division of power, and his own limitations, becomes strikingly clear from the next passage, in which Behr leaves it to the art dealer [Goupil ?] to erase his signature and only leave Bosboom’s, so much for the self-assured artist:
‘Nogmaals moed ik de lof verkondigen van het chef d’oeuvre en tevens aan UE. overlaten mijn naam er op te laten of uit te wisschen…’. 

There are four works in the records of Goupil & Cie., The Hague which are registered as created by Behr and Bosboom together, in 1872, 1873 and 1875.​[105]​ The annotations differ; ‘Bosboom (Behr)’, ‘Behr en Bosboom’ and ‘Berh. Bosboom’. The first leaves no doubt about the division between main hand and helper, while the second leaves space for a more equal interpretation, as does the third. On the fifteenth of Januari 1875, Behr handed in another of his works, ‘Vue de Ville’, decorated by Bosboom to Goupil. The price paid by Goupil for this work is divided into two numbers; fl.25,- for Behr, who is hereby paid as the main hand, and fl.11,- for Bosboom. This is an exceptional case in which the prices for the two artists involved are specified and they are paid separately for their contributions, and shows the acceptance of the art dealer of this practice. It is also striking that Bosboom, who by that time already was a senior and respected artist in artistic circles in The Hague, still received payment for these small jobs, he 
So even though the works were registered at Goupil as being painted by the two artists, Goupil, and other art dealers had the last word in this matter and sometimes choose to erase one signature. It is impossible to say how many works in which great masters helped less talented artists were treated by the art dealer like this. But the number is probably considerable.

But although Bosboom did not mind working on other people’s paintings, he did not want anyone working on his own. Even when he was not able to work, due to severe depressions, collegues were not allowed to help him. His wife, writer of historic novels, Geetruida Bosboom-Tuissant, wrote a letter to Bosboom’s younger colleague Christoffel Bisschop to help her husband out with an ordered painting. Bosboom found out about this and sent Bisschop away.​[106]​

§4.2 Brotherly services and helping hands
Another form of collaboration, the variant in which two artists or even more artists make adjustments in another artist’s work, sometimes even without asking, occurred a lot among the members of this tight group. Because the artists saw it as a brotherly service and as part of their profession to help out a lesser god with a drop of paint, and therefore probably not signed these works, examples in the form of paintings are not to be found. 
But according to De Bock a number of Hague School masters had protégés, who could always count on their help, and he says:‘Niet altijd golden het diensten verleend om de nooddruft te helpen; ook om harmonie te brengen in een kunstwerk, waarvoor de meesters iets gevoelden van een collega dus, die een geestelijke verwantschap met hen had. Velen onzer groote schilders hadden beschermelingen, wier lot zij zich aantrokken.’​[107]​ In the case of Jacob Maris, who was even called ‘de dokter’, it was especially the already mentioned David de la Mar and Martinus Boks (1849-1885), a painter from The Hague whose illness made it impossible to finish his own works, who could always count on support. There was even one incident where Boks’s painting was completed by Willem and Jacob Maris, but De Bock adds: ‘Al kwam daar natuurlijk stukwerk van […].’​[108]​ Anton Mauve had a tender spot for Theodoor Soeterik (1810-1883)  from Utrecht. Mauve even repainted Soeterik’s whole landscape which provoked Maris to say: ‘Zoo mooi heeft Mauve zelfs Wolfhezen nooit weergegeven.’​[109]​

§4.2 The role of the art dealer: ‘Zijn de koeien nog geen varkens geworden?’
As seen in the example of Bosboom and Behr, the art dealer was allowed to erase one of the signatures and sell the work under one artist, but did he also contribute in other ways to artists working together? Did he arrange for two artists who were both contracted to his firm to work together? In the next paragraph I will pay attention to certain practices at Goupil & Cie., from 1884 Boussod, Valadon & Cie.. This art dealer had contracts with several Hague School artists, such as Anton Mauve and Jacob Maris, and probably also other Hague School artists, and was especially important for the distribution of their work abroad. ​[110]​

§4.2.1 Goupil & Cie., in The Hague
In 1861 the Hague branch of the Paris based art dealer Goupil and Cie., opened its doors. The Hague dealer Vincent van Gogh (1820-1888), the uncle of the painter, who was also known as ‘Oom Cent’, became partner in the firm. From 1867 until 1914, H.G. Tersteeg was manager of the Hague branch, and during his management the branch moved to Plaats 20; right across the artists’ society Pulchri Studio. According to the artist Vincent van Gogh, H.G. Tersteeg only talked about the saleability of a work of art, and he was not so much directed toward the artistic side of art as to the practical.​[111]​ It was probably also his idea to create a small atelier above the shop. This place was known as ‘het hospitaaltje’ or ‘het zweetkamertje’ as Tersteeg used to call it. In this correction atelier, artists were given the possibility to touch up work they had already handed in at Goupil, ready to be sold.​[112]​ This did not only happen with oil paintings as P.C. Eilers jr., who would later become chef of the Amsterdam art dealer Van Wisselingh & Co in Amsterdam, recalled: ‘Dikwijls werd er nog bij Goupil aan die aquarellen door de vervaardigers gewerkt. Daarvoor was er een speciaal atelier. De beste of liever de verkoopbaarste werden door dat huis reeds dadelijk afgekocht.’​[113]​ Especially Jacob Maris was often to be found in this atelier, either to rework his own work or to give advice, probably verbally as well as practically, to colleagues.  But Goupil, probably in the person of Tersteeg took this one step further and let artists rework, or even completely paint over work by other artists. It is save to say that this happened without notifying them on forehand.

An anecdote in Willem Maris’s biography from 1910 sketches this procedure very lively:
‘Een kunsthandelaar hier [most probably Goupil] had daar echt zoo’n echte uitdrukking voor: ‘Zijn de koeien nog geen varkens geworden?’ riep hij wel eens aan de trap naar boven, naar ’t atelier. In den ouden tijd natuurlijk toen de bent nog samenwerkte – Vooral Mauve had daar een handje van! – van overschilderen. Hij kreeg eens een doek van dien kunsthandelaar gebracht, van wie ’t was wéét ‘k niet meer; of hij die boomtakken wat bij wil werken. ‘Leg maar vast boven neer!’zegt-ie, ‘k zal ‘t dadelijk doen. Hij ’n oogenblikje daarna naar boven – even die takken wat…maar wacht, beter die lucht erover gehaald. Zóó. Och eigenlijk kan die hele boom wel weg. En de grond dóórgestreken. Maar stil, dat figuurtje daar…Kort daarna komt de kunsthandelaar boven. ‘Hoe vindt u dan?’ vraagt Mauve. ‘Heel goed!’ zegt de gevraagde, maar waar is nu ’t andere?’ ‘Wel dat is ‘t!’ zegt Mauve. – Drommels ja, je kunt toch heel wat veranderen! Bij Jaap heb ik ’t eens gezien: eerst was ’t een duintjes ‘Ik heb er maar een strand van gemaakt’ zegt Jaap wat later tegen me…een strand met pinken stel je voor!’​[114]​
Jacob also ‘restored’ paintings which returned at Goupil after several years​[115]​, probably to give them back some of their initial freshness, or works by friends which already had been handed in, as is illustrated by the next letters.

Interieur painter Albert Neuhuys (1844-1914) a friend and old neighbour of Jacob Maris whose work was also sold via Tersteeg, found it to his cost that Tersteeg’s criticism could be rather harsh. As Tersteeg writes to Albert Neuhuys in 1895:
‘Amice, Gisteren heb ik uw schilderij ontvangen en voor mijn eigen vind ik het veel verbeterd. […] Jaap echter […] vindt dat  nu de vrouw ook nog een tik kleur en helderheid hebben moet, en verder is hij met de teekening van de kat niet eens. Ook vindt hij het beest erg uitgeknipt tegen de rok staan, welke laatste ook iets van het licht had kunnen pakken dat op de kat valt.’​[116]​
This intervention probably had a positive result, because four years later Tersteeg wrote to Neuhuys: ‘Van deze gelegenheid maak ik gebruik om u het volgende te vragen: op een aquarel van de ‘Kempersche daglooner’ in de verzameling Drucker is het zonlicht op de muur rechts kalmer en die muur zelf rustiger dan op het schilderij en het komt mij voor dat dit laatste nog veel mooier kan worden als die rechterhoek in dezelfde manier als op de aquarel behandeld was. Eenigen tijd geleden zag Jacob Maris het schilderij bij mij terug en toen zei hij uit zich zelf dat er noodzakelijk aan dien hoek nog wat gedaan moet worden. Komt ge dezer dagen in den Haag dan zoudt ge me groot genoegen oden zelf eens te komen zien of we gelijk hebben. Ik heb het schilderij eenige malen kunnen verkopen, maar de koop is telkens op dien hoek afgestuit […].’​[117]​ A couple of days later Tersteeg reacted on the positive answer of Neuhuys: ‘ Van je permissie om Jaap te vragen of hij aan den muur rechts van den Kempenschen daglooner doen wil dat hij noodig oordelt, zal ik graag gebruik maken. Hij zal wel willen, denk ik.’​[118]​

§4.2.3 Matthijs Maris and Adolphe Joseph Thomas Monticelli (1824-1886) in England
For interesting and most unexpected examples of an artist who ‘restored’ works by other painters by order of an art dealer we turn to England, where since 1877 Matthijs Maris was living and working in London. After moving to Paris in 1869, on request of his brother Jacob, Matthijs stayed in the French capital until the Scottish born stained-glass artist and art dealer Daniel Cottier (1838-1891) asked him to work for his London firm. Attracted by the artistic freedom he was promised and the presence of his friend Elbert Jan van Wisselingh, the son of the Amsterdam fine arts dealer, Matthijs joined Cottier.
To include a paragraph on Matthijs Maris at this point of his career in a thesis on Hague School art is legitimated by the fact that his contemporaries in The Netherlands, both artists and art historians, regarded him as an artist related to the Hague School. 

During his time in London, Daniel Cottier asked Matthijs Maris to touch up some works by the French painter Adolphe J.T. Monticelli he had stocked up in his New York establishment. According to Matthijs there where nine of them. The much admired painter was going to a difficult period and this apparently led to a production of unmerchantable work. It is very well possible that these paintings were bought in 1878 during a business trip Elbert Jan van Wisselingh and Matthijs Maris, who joined his fellow-countryman on Cottiers request, made to Paris. They were said to have bought different Monticelli paintings at an art dealer called Gérard.​[119]​ The sharp businessman Cottier sold these restored pictures afterwards in his New York art gallery as being painted by Monticelli and Matthijs Maris together, even though as far as I know Maris did not sign the paintings. 
At this moment both in the Burrell collection in Glasgow and in the Philips Collection in Washington paintings which are registered as being created by Matthijs Maris and Monticelli are found (see figures … and …). A third example,  entitled ‘Garden Scene’, will not be discussed in this paragraph. ​[120]​

Especially after 1890 Matthijs Maris, via hundreds of letters to his painter friends, journalists and family members, distributed the self-image of an artist who led a self chosen solitary life and had turned his back to the money making Western world in order to dedicate himself fully to his arts. In his will to free himself from his past work, he even condemned his most successful work which he painted for Goupil in Paris, such as ‘The Butterflies’in the Burrell Collection, as being ‘potboilers.’ He thoroughly detested these more commercially pleasing works which were created on commission. Years after the event took place, Matthijs also saw his coming to London, on the invitation of Daniel Cottier in this light. Cottier, as Maris interpreted it, had encouraged him to come to London under the false pretences that he would be enabled to create any thing he wanted, without any conditions. In 1887 the stubbornness of both the businessman Cottier and the artist Maris led to a split.​[121]​ The letters in which Matthijs Maris reacts on the Monticelli paintings also date from this later period. The language in which these letters are written, a combination of deliberately (?) bad Enlish and The Hague´s dialect, plus the determined tone of an unrecognized genius which one can reads between the lines, make them too good to leave out.

In 1893 Matthijs wrote to the wife of fellow painter Artz:  ‘In my millionaire’s books you’ll find 200 little pounds paid out to me for painting Monticelli’s. I never saw a cent of.​[122]​
And after his biographer to be M.J. van Meurs told Maris that a work of him and Monticelli was part of the The Burrell Collection in Glasgow, Matthijs reacted: ‘Nouw hebben ze mij met Monticelli verbonden, alsof we dat zoo samen gelapt hebben. De kleine Lessore zeide: ik had geen regt zijn werk te retoucheeren, men moest het respecteeren zelfs als het slegt is, alsof ik dat zoo maar op mijn eigen houtje gelapt heb. Eens op een tijd geraakte hij van streek door zorg en gebrek en zoo kwamen er dwaze dingen voor den dag. Cottier – zooals ik je vertelde- stuurde me 9 van New York uit die tijd, met de vraag of ik ze wat wilde opknappen; het belette hem zijn goeie dingen te verkoopen. zoo ik verplaatste mij, for the time being in Monticelli en zijn materiaal, lakkies en schietgeeltjes en cadmiumpies, etc. en mengde ze met pure vernis, en glaseerde en donderjaagde ermede naar hartelust. De kleeren maken de man, maar niet de kleermaker. Zoo ze hebben geen regt om een restorer op gelijke voet te plaasten.’​[123]​

It is noteworthy that Matthijs Maris reckoned his share in this case: the paintings were Monticelli’s creations, he, in spirit of Monticelli, had only made them ‘better’. He even called himself ‘restorer’. The time and energy Maris put into ‘becoming’ Monticelli were coherent with the Dutch artist’s ideas about art. In his view good art was a ‘concept’, which meant that it should not bear any marks of unnaturalness or enforcement; instead it had to be in correspondence with the artist’s character.​[124]​ It is also very well possible that Matthijs saw it as his duty or even an honour to complete the work of a suffering, much admired colleague. What makes this example of restoration by order of an art dealer very interesting as well, is that it deals with a large number of paintings, the reward is known and they were created in two different ateliers. They travelled from New York to London, just to be touched up by Matthijs Maris. Traces of different pigments and varnish could be found in the paintings, although Maris said that he even tried to use the same pigments as his predecessor.
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Matthijs Maris and Adolphe Monticelli, ‘Landscape with figures’, probably retouched by Matthijs Maris around 1878
Oil on panel














Matthijs Maris and Adolphe Joseph Thomas Monticelli, ‘Dans le forêt’, retouched by Maris 1893
Oil on panel
13 ½ x 18 in.
Signed, lower right: Monticelli
Glasgow, The Burrell Collection


Under the guidance of experts like the Edinburgh architect Robert Lorimer and the Glasgow art dealer Alexander Reid, the ship owning firmer William Burrel (1861-1958) became to appreciate and, more importantly, to collect craftsmanship in all his forms: from the applied arts of Middle Aged Europe to nineteenth-century painting. He was also among the few Scottish collectors to develop an early interest in French Impressionism. After his death in 1958 the enormous amount of pictures, bronzes, amour, tapestries and furniture was bequeathed to the city of Glasgow. Burrell’s preference for the use of colour by Monticelli and the painters of the Hague School, led to an impressive collection of no less than fourteen works by the French artist and several paintings and drawings by artists such as Johannes Bosboom, Anton Mauve and Jacob Maris. These purchases were without a doubt generated by Burrell’s friend and advisor, the Glasgow art dealer Alexander Reid. Burrell was also very interested in the dreamy character of works by Matthijs Maris of whom he owned three of his ‘chefs- d’oeuvre; ‘The walk’, ‘Monmartre’ and ‘The Butterflies’. Burrell even wrote about Maris: ‘He is not everybody’s painter but, nevertheless, he was a great genius. He was a dreamer and his pictures are poems in paint, full of feeling and tenderness and it was because I liked his work so much I bought it.’​[126]​

In the file on the painting in The Burrell Collection two original letters are found. The first one is by Matthijs Maris himself to the Glasgow dealer W. Craibe Angus (1830-1899), Daniel Cottier’s agent in Glasgow, via whom Burrell probably bought this picture after 1893. It is very well possible that Maris knew Craibe Angus personally while one of the art dealer’s daughters was married to Cottier’s London manager and Maris’ benefactor Elbert Jan van Wisselingh.​[127]​ In the letter Maris writes the following:
‘Dear Mr Angus. Dowdeswel [sic] had no business to handle the Monticelli as he did. Now touching up, or fill[ing] in cracks, is not a pleasant job, so I went over the whole concern, and put in one and a half "beauty" [sic] in additions. I hope it will be satisfactory to your touching up expectations. With many kind regards from the beauties, Yours sincerely M Maris’​[128]​

In the second source Sir William Burrell himself reacts on this note by Maris and makes clear why the painting had to be restored: ‘This, as you will see, is a letter from Matthew Maris written on 13 March 1893, exactly 58 years ago today - regarding a picture by Monticelli. It had been damaged in [railway] transit and Craibe Angus asked Matthew Maris to touch it up. 
He did so and added two figures, a larger one and a smaller one, and it is to these two figures he refers when he writes that he had put in "on and a half beauty". The picture is the Monticelli, sometimes known as "Dans le Forêt - Panel 13 1/2" x 18, but may be regarded as a picture by Monticelli and Matthew Maris as the touching up was considerable.
Wm Burrell’ ​[129]​

Not only did Craibe Angus’ request to Matthijs Maris to touch up Monticelli’s damaged painting and the latter’s free interpretation of his task change the outlook of the painting dramatically, it also gave way to a twofold attribution of the artwork which probably attributed to the attractiveness of the painting. By Sir William Burrell the combination of his personal favourites Monticelli and Matthijs Maris must have been regarded as the best of both worlds. In this way this painting is another example of the liberties the international art trade took in order to meet the wishes of the public. It is however remarkable that Maris, even after the break with Cottier while he was carefully constructing and protecting his image of a true artist, who would only paint his own ‘concepts’ as he put it, placed himself in Monticelli’s shoes for at least one more time even after the death of the French master.

§4.2.4  Matthijs Maris and a screen by Couture
There is another example of Matthijs Maris making changes in another artist’s work, again on request of his art dealer Cottier: a four- panel folding screen, in 2000 presented by Mrs. A. Sloman, London to the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam (see fig.22 ).​[130]​ This work, which for a long time was presumed to be lost, is the only piece of furniture Matthijs Maris ever decorated. 

fig.22
Matthijs Maris, ‘Screen, four panels, depicting Dancing Figures’, 1879
Oil on canvas, wood
Panel: 154 x 66 cm
Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum


















Collaboration in Belgium: 1847-1887


For a more complete view on collaboration in the Hague School, I want to call attention to the practice of collaboration in Belgium, and more specifically in Brussels. 
The Belgium capital is of importance in this thesis, because several Dutch artists who are counted among the Hague School and who also played a role in Oosterbeek in chapter 3, such as Willem Roelofs, J.H.L. de Haas and P.J.C. Gabriël, spent a substantial part of their careers there and continued to work in traditional collaboration with each other and Belgium artists. 
But did the outcome of their collaboration differ from collaboration in the Netherlands during this period and by working collaboratively did these artists, who continued to make study trips to The Netherlands, influence their colleagues on the other side of the border? In this chapter I want to discuss the view on landscape painting in Belgium in the period 1850-1880 and the works these Dutch artists abroad created in collaboration.

§5.1 The attraction of Brussels
In the second part of the nineteenth century, the mundane city of Brussels with her attractive art stimulating government and matching flourishing artistic life formed a welcome alternative for the sleeping artistic climate in The Netherlands and for Paris. Brussels functioned as a service hatch for the newest artistic developments coming from Paris and it was here that several Dutch landscapists, who were to play a role of importance in The Hague School, got introduced to the realistic works by Barbizon painters.​[134]​
In 1847, Willem Roelofs was the first of a number of Dutch artists to move to Brussels. He and J.H.L. de Haas, who followed in 1857, both moved to Brussels during the late romantic period in Belgium and the early rise of realism. P.J.C. Gabriël who also received advice by Willem Roelofs, was part of a second generation of Dutch artists moving to Brussels whose art is characterised by a growing freedom in the choice of genre and painting technique. The third and last generation, which is not of importance for the course of our story, is formed by the modern artists of the 1880’s and 1890’s such as Jan Toorop (1858-1928) and Johan Thorn Prikker (1868-1932).​[135]​
For over forty years, Roelofs was a key figure in Brussels: he was the central figure for several generations of Dutch artists who came to Brussels in the search for new impulses, he played an important role in artistic life in Brussels were he was one of the artists who erected the Société des Aquarellistes in 1857 which served as an important platform for HAgue School artists to exhibit their water colours, and was an important intermediary between the two countries.​[136]​ Roelofs also gave advice, he did not have pupils in the traditional meaning of the word, to several fellow countrymen: Gabriël, Alexander Mollinger, De Famars Testas, Hendrik Willem Mesdag. In this way he played a role similar to that of J.H. Bilders in Oosterbeek.
The Dutch artists in Brussels formed a tight community who knew each other well; they lived in the same streets and moved in the same artistic and social circles. In the 1860’s and 1870’s De Haas, Gabriël and Roelofs were all board members of the Cercle Artistique et Littéraire and the Société des Aquarellistes. 

§5.2 View on landscape painting




L.P.Verwee en E.J. Verboeckhoven,
‘Vee dat een doorwaadbare plaats in een vallei oversteekt, met ernaast reizigers op een zandpad’
Oil on canvas
88 x 127




§5.3 Willem  Roelofs
In the beginning of his stay in Brussels, Roelofs became friends with young artists such as the French landscapist François-Auguste Ortmans, who visited the forests of Fontainebleau and painted in the style of Barbizon. On the other hand he had strong connections with Verboeckhoven and Edmond Tschaggeny (1818-1873) and other late romantic artists, mostly animal painters. And although Roelofs visited Barbizon as early as 1855, and maybe even before that date, his own style of painting in these early years is mostly related to this group of artists.​[138]​

§5.3.1 Willem Roelofs, Louis Robbe (1806-1887) and Alfred Verwée (1838-1895)
The animal painter Louis Robbe, who was a successful lawyer, was one of Roelofs’ earliest friends in Brussels. His work forms the connection between the romantic animal pieces by Verboeckhoven and the more realistic pieces by the next generation. Roelofs and Robbe collaborated together as early as 1849. In that year they exhibited: ‘Een gezigt te Presles, bij Chatelineaux in de provincie Namen’ in The Hague. ​[139]​ But even though Robbe had a good reputation in Belgium, which was probably the reason for the sixteen years younger Roelofs to work with him in the first place, the combination with Roelofs’ landscape was not well received in the press on both sides of the border. Roelofs was even advised to create his own staffage the next time.​[140]​  





















L. Robbe, W. Roelofs, C. Degroux
‘La Campine’ 1854
Oil on canvas
285 x 486 cm
Signed, and dated, lower left: Robbe 1854




§5.3.2  Willem Roelofs and J.H.L. de Haas
After having lived in Oosterbeek for three years, where he became friends with Roelofs and Gabriël, De Haas followed Roelofs’s example and moved to Brussels in 1857. Especially during his first years in Brussels, Roelofs had a lot of influence on De Haas, who replaced the style of his teacher Van Os by a looser and broader handling of the paint. When Mauve moved to Oosterbeek, it was De Haas who, in his turn, made the younger animal painter familiar with the French style of landscape painting. During his study trips, in The Netherlands and Belgium, De Haas created a large supply of cattle sketches, which used in his own landscapes and in those of others, such as P.J.C. Gabriël and H. Marcette.​[142]​ Willem Roelofs also used his contacts in Brussels’s artistic circles to have De Haas’s cows placed in works by for example David Bles and A.J. Heymans. ​[143]​ In his own work, De Haas often received the criticism that his staffage looked stiff and not absorbed by their surroundings, but in the works he created in collaboration this is less noticeable.





Willem Roelofs and J.H.L. de Haas
‘Landschap met koeien. Gezicht op een buitenplaats’, circa 1860
Oil on canvas
88 x 148 cm
Rotterdam, Museum Boymans- Van Beuningen

In the letter, Roelofs reacts on Vosmaer’s article on the artist, which was published in the magazine Eigen Haard of the same year and he adds some information on several paintings discussed by Vosmaer: ‘Het door u [Carel Vosmaer] aangehaalde stuk van het Rotter:museum, is een soort van gelegenheidsschilderij; besteld door een lid der familie van de toemalige eigenaar van een buitenplaats te Rijswijk (op het stuk voorgesteld.)- Ik heb het altijd ongelukkig en weinig voegzaam gevonden dat de toemalige directie van een onzer musea’s, van een nog levend, Hollandse schilder, een aankoop deed van een buitenlands kunsthandelaar.- zoals met dit schilderij gebeurd is.’​[144]​ 
By placing this canvas in another context, new, interesting questions arise such as: which house is depicted and why did the owners specifically request De Haas and Roelofs, who were both living in Brussels? Or was it Roelofs’s idea to involve De Haas? These questions could be answered in the next stage of this research.

§5.3.3 Willem Roelofs and Eugène Verboeckhoven 

fig.25
Eugene Verboeckhoven and Willem Roelofs
‘A Summer’s Day’, circa 1870
Oil on canvas
47,9 x 74,9 cm




Willem Roelofs and the more than twenty years older Verboekhoven, who at one point even lived in the same street, worked together on at least two occasions: ‘A Summer’s Day (see fig.25) and ‘Cattle grazing in a mountainous landscape’. In earlier years, Verboeckhoven had worked with Dutch artists such as B.C. Koekkoek and W.J.J. Nuijen, who died at the young age of twenty six. During his career which lasted over sixty years, Verboeckhoven hardly, of ever, changed his style of painting and the evolution in landscape and animal painting did not affect him in any way. Willem Roelofs on the other hand, was influenced by the painters of Barbizon, such as Narcisse Diaz or Théodore Rousseau whose work he studied. In this painting, this influence is particularly evident in the effect of the sunrays breaking trough the clouds, which is reminiscent of Roelofs’s wellknown painting ‘De regenboog’, in the Gemeentemuseum, The Hague. But the two painters did adjust themselves to one another’s style, just like we have seen in the painting created by J.W. Bilders and Willem Roelofs. 

§5.3.4 Willem Roelofs and Alexander Mollinger (1836-1867)
Besides collaborating with artists in a traditional way, Roelofs also finished the works of his pupil Alexander Mollinger after his death. For Roelofs, who did not sign the works, these adjustments were a deed of friendship, a last homage to the very talented Mollinger, who he probably met in Utrecht. But the goal was similar to the works mentioned before: creating a saleable work of art. 
After receiving the news of Mollinger’s death, Roelofs wrote to P. Verloren van Termaat:
‘Hij [Mollinger] heeft …..twee schilderijen voor Edinburgh bestemd (1o Hunnebedden en 2° Melkmeisje), een derde en kleiner voor Arti. Ik zag ze hij [bij] hem en we spraken erover. Het scheen mij toe – en M. was het met mij eens – dat het Hunnebed nog wel wat nodig had, vooral wat de schapen aanging; wij vonden ze vooral te bruin- en geelachtig en ik leende hem zelf een kleine studie, die ik nu pas te Calmpthout had gemaakt, om ze wat naar te zien. Ik geloof, dat het schilderij zeer veel zou winnen met die verandering en zou niets liever doen als die te maken, zoo zijn vader, zooals ik bijna niet twijfel, het goed vindt. Het zal voor mij een treurige, maar toch aangename pligtvervulling zijn, te doen wat ik vermag. Dat andere, grootte is ook een goed schilderij en  van een frissche, mooie toon; ik zag, op eenige kleinigheden na, daar zoo niets bepaalds in te veranderen en zou ook  niet raden daar veel in te doen; maar het kleinere, voor Arti bestemde was hier en daar wat te verbeteren. Zoo vond ik b.v., dat op den voorgrond hier endaar wat bruin-zwarte vlekken hinderden en de tweede grond links wat licht ontbrak. Ik zou gaarne vóór men het te koop aanbied, of exposeerd, dat doen; het zou dan een heel mooi schilderijtje kunnen worden, dat ik zelf gaarne zou hebben, maar ik kan zoveel geld niet missen.’​[145]​
The two paintings which were destined for Edinburgh, ‘Hunnebedden’en ‘Melkmeisje’, probably had been commissioned by John Forbes White (1836-1867), Mollinger’s Scottish mecenas.​[146]​ While these works are not in a public collection in Aberdeen, Edinburgh or Glasgow it is possible that Forbes White sold them among his friends after the death of Mollinger. He sent the money he made by doing so, to the family of the deceased artist.

§5.4 P.J.C. Gabriël
Gabriël lived in Brussels from 1860 until 1884. But even though he was board member of several artistic societies in Brussels, he was not as active as De Haas and Roelofs. He received lessons from Roelofs who mainly urged him to go and work outside, the same advice Bilders senior had given him in Oosterbeek. In the years he spent in Brussels, Gabriël replaced his romantic work, as seen in chapter 3, by realistic work in a loose style and vibrant colours that gave the impression to be created outside.​[147]​ But he also continued to work together with others, and as can be seen in the next paragraphs he effortlessly adapted his style to that of his colleague.  

§5.4.1 P.J.C. Gabriël and Eugène Verboeckhoven






P.J.C. Gabriël and Eugène Verboeckhoven
‘A shepherd and flock in a landscape’
Oil on canvas laid down on panel





P.J.C. Gabriël and E.J. Verboeckhoven
‘Ochtendstemming bij Veenendaal’, 1869
Oil on canvas
65 x 102 cm
Signed, lower right: Gabriel Eugène Verboeckhoven
Dated verso: 29 februari 1869








P.J.C. Gabriël, ‘Ochtendstemming bij Veenendaal’
oil on canvas




During his years in Brussels, Gabriël specialised himself more and more in Dutch topics. This had probably a lucrative cause. His favourite spots were the river landscape near Arnhem and the polders near Abcoude, where he especially appreciates the emptiness of the landscape. Veenendaal is a village near Arnhem which Gabriël ‘discovered’ in the 1860’s. ​[148]​ 
He made several detailed pen sketches of this spot, sometimes combined with black chalk. In combination with broader oil paint sketches, Gabriël turned these into compositions for his oil paintings. Sometimes he made a series of the same topic, with variation in the staffage. This can be seen when comparing fig. 27 and 28. 
These works, which bare identical titles and have the same measurements, were most probably created after the same sketches. Especially when the paintings are placed juxtaposed, not only the correspondence in sphere, an early morning in the country with the rising sun glistening in the ditch, is obvious, also the coherence in the division of plans is identical. The foreground is formed by a large piece of meadow and a ditch, the second plan is filled with respectively grazing cows and a peasant woman trundle a wheelbarrow filled with hay, and the identical farm, and in the background the same group of trees are flanking the farm. Maybe it could even be said that these paintings, when the stoffage is thought away, are identical. But the cows by Verboeckhoven, who probably never visited Veenendaal and were added in Brussels, make the difference in composition and most probably also in the price. 

§ 5.4.2 P.J.C. Gabriël and J.H.L. de Haas





P.J.C. Gabriël and J. H.L. de Haas
‘ Boerderij in Oosterbeek’, circa 1875
Oil on canvas
39,5 x 62,4 cm
Signed, lower left: Gabriel De Haas figuren f.








P.J.G. Gabriël and J.H.L. de Haas
‘ In de Winkel te Abcoude’, circa 1877
Oil on canvas
52 x 82 cm
Signed, lower left: Gabriel ft. De Haas figur.
Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum
§5.5 Return to The Netherlands
Gabriël and Roelofs returned to The Netherlands in respectively 1884 and 1887 and both settled in The Hague. They were familiar with some of the artists there and their own creations were in accordance with the once created by the Hague School. After settling in The Netherlands, no examples of traditional collaboration are found in the oeuvres of both artists. In Gabriëls case, this was connected with the fact that the narrative element dissapeared out of his composition. He focused his attention on landscapes and did no longer need the helping hand of animal painters. ​[149]​ But this absence can also be caused by the lack of collaborational practices in The Hague at that point. 
Willem Roelosf on the other hand needed the help of colleagues at the end of his life. Philips Sadée, Julius van de Sande Bakhuijzen, Willy Martens and Jozef Israëls often gave him advice and worked in his paintings, or as Jeltes said: zij hielpen de oude schilder ‘op streek’.​[150]​






Willem Roelofs and Hendrik Johannes Weissenbruch
‚At the farm’
Oil on canvas
27 x 40 cm




Anton Mauve and Vincent van Gogh: a project in progress

§6.1 Introduction
Among the large amount of visitors anxious to see the ‘painting without limits’, was also a young man who had decided one year ago to become a painter himself. Next to a visit to an exhibition of the Hollandsche Teekenmaatschappij, a tour guided by Théophile de Bock to the Panorama Mesdag formed a part of Vincent van Gogh’s four day stay in August 1881 in the governmental residence. Van Gogh was already familiar with this city due to his assistantship at his uncle’s branch of Goupil & Cie during the years 1869-1873, where he got to know the paintings of the French Barbizon painters. The main goal of his visit however was an appointment with his one generation older cousin by marriage and one of the leading masters of The Hague School, Anton Mauve whom Vincent hoped could give him advice. Van Gogh admired the artistic qualities of the Hague School painters and the importance they gave to working en plein air. Mauve looked at a whole bunch of sketches Van Gogh brought with him, and gave him the advice to start working with ‘houtskool en krijt en penseel en doezelaar’. Inspired by the words of Mauve, Van Gogh returned to his parents in Etten and promised to be back soon to show Mauve his improvements.​[151]​

Last summer an oil painting in a private collection, depicting a shepherd and his flock in an autumn or winter setting, was brought under my attention (see fig.). The heavily damaged canvas, of which the original frame is lost, carried two very interesting signatures. In the lower left corner the word Vincent and the letters A.M. were placed in dark paint. Results of multi spectral research not only showed that the signatures were placed under the varnish, it also revealed an elaborated and detailed under drawing placed in a raster. Both the lines as well as the under drawings were done in graphite. In this thesis I can not and will not give any decisive answers about the authenticity of this work. Not only am I not capable of doing so due to my insufficient knowledge on Van Gogh, the absence of any results of technical research besides the already mentioned multi spectral research, caused by the poor condition of the canvas, make this impossible. This I fully accept. The amount of Van Gogh literature and the published letters by Van Gogh himself however, make it possible to reconstruct potential circumstances during which the painting could have been painted and on the other hand give reasons for doubting its authenticity. 

There are at least three moments in Van Gogh’s early career that this painting could have been created, which I will discuss in the next paragraphs:  
-In the fall of 1881, when Mauve was supposed to be in Nuenen. 
-In the winter of 1881-1882 when Van Gogh worked at Mauve’s atelier in The Hague for a couple of weeks.






Vincent van Gogh and Anton Mauve
‘Schapen met herder in een brede boslaan’, surroundings of Zundert, circa 1881???
Oil on canvas
50,5 x 40 cm




§6.1.1 Fall 1881, Nuenen
The possibility that Mauve and Vincent van Gogh created this painting in a recovery period which Mauve spend at Etten in the fall of 1881, can be probably be disregarded for this event never took place. Even though Vincent’s parents offered Mauve to spend some time at their place because the painter got ill during a study trip in Drente, none of Van Gogh’s letters give evidence that this event actually took place.

§6.1.2 Winter 1881, at Mauve’s atelier
From the end of November until half of December 1881, Van Gogh worked in Mauve Mauve’s atelier in The Hague. Mauve taught Van Gogh, whose artistic education until then consisted of one year of free training at the Academy of Brussels​[152]​, the principles of working with oil paint and water colours. He also made sure Van Gogh could participate in the drawing evenings at Pulchri Studio.​[153]​ 
Although the smooth painting technique is comparable, to the works Van Gogh created in these weeks, the five oil studies, two aquarelles and the few sketches he made in this royal residence all depict still lives in rather dark colours, organised by Anton Mauve. The smooth finish and the accurate detailing, which were said to be too good for a beginner, even led to the assumption that Mauve himself had helped his pupil with the several highlights and finishing touch.​[154]​ According to recent radiographic research of the Kröller-Müller Museum in Otterlo which owns two of these oil paintings, both dated end of November – half of December 1881, the under drawings are done with graphite, but no raster has been found. 
The works produced during his time with Mauve are discussed in length in the letters Van Gogh wrote to his older brother Theo, sometimes the descriptions are accompanied by little sketches. The Van Gogh/Mauve painting is not to be found in Van Gogh letters.

On Mauve’s advice, plus the fact that financial circumstances forced him to, Van Gogh returned to Etten at the end of December 1881. Not long after that, Mauve sent him a paint box full with the necessary equipment. In Etten the quarrels between Vincent and his parents, grew worse, which finally forced Vincent to leave his parents and move to The Hague.
The cracks in the relationship between Van Gogh and Mauve began to appear not long after his final settlement in The Hague. At first the young painter ascribed their worsening relationship to Mauve’s depressiveness. Later he accused Tersteeg, who did not have any trust in Van Gogh of setting Mauve up against him. In a letter dated 3-12 May of 1882, Van Gogh writes Theo about the last coincidental meeting the two artists had: ‘Heden ben ik Mauve tegengekomen en heb een zeer betreurenswaardig gesprek met hem gehad, waarbij het mij duidelijk is geworden dat Mauve & ik voor altijd gescheiden zijn. Mauve is zover gegaan, dat hij het niet kan terugnemen, althans zeker niet zou willen. Mijn verzoek aan hem was dat hij mijn werk zou komen zien, en daarna spreken over de zaken. Mauve weigerder dat volstrekt: ‘Naar u toekomen doe ik zeker niet, het is glad uit.’Uiteindelijk zeide hij: ‘Gij hebt een venijnig karakter’.​[155]​ Mauve was also upset by the fact that Van Gogh had called himself ‘an artist’, which to Van Gogh meant that he was still searching and working on his style. While Mauve thought that Van Gogh saw himself already as an established artist. But, in this case Vincent’s relationship with the pregnant prostitute Sien who also lived in his house also had some influence in the matter. 

§6.1.3 Shepherd and cattle in the oeuvre of Van Gogh in the years 1883-1885
In Drenthe, were he stayed from September until December 1883, Van Gogh studied the natural surroundings and the peasant population, which he preferred over the townsmen. 
In November, probably on Friday the 16th, Van Gogh made a trip to the nearby village of Zweeloo, where also Max Liebermann and Julius van de Sande Bakhuijzen had worked. Every little detail of the village reminded him of Millet’s paintings, as he recalls:
‘Ik kwam voorbij een oud kerkje, net precies, net precies L’église de Gréville van het schilderijtje van Millet. Hier kwam in plaats van het boertje met de spade van sat schilderij, een herder met een koppel schapen langs de hegge. In ‘t fond zag men niet het doorkijkje op de zee, doch alleen op de zee van jong koren, de zee der voren in plaats van die der golven. Het effet produit ‘t zelfde.’​[156]​ This encounter led to the creation of the pen and pencil drawing ‘Shepherd with flock near a little church at Zweeloo’, which is suppose to be the first shepherd and sheep depiction by Van Gogh. Later in the letter to Theo, Vincent painterly describes another encounter with cattle that returned to the sheep stable: ‘En nu, toen de avondschemering viel, verbeeld u de stilte, de vrede van toen! Verbeeld u een laantje van hoge populieren met de herfstblaadjes toen, verbeeld u een brede modderweg, alles zwarte modder met rechts hei tot in ’t oneindige […]. En in die modderboel een ruig figuur – de herder – een partij eivormige massa’s, half wol, half modder, die tegen elkaar aanbotsen, elkaar verdringen – de kudde.’​[157]​ At the end of the letter, Vincent remarks that he produced several quick sketches during the day, but if one of them depicted the returning cattle is not clear.






Vincent van Gogh, ‘Schaapherder met kudde’, August-September 1884
Oil on canvas on hardboard
67 x 126 cm
Location unknown 

From the beginning of August 1884 until the middle of September, Van Gogh worked on commission of Antoon Hermans on six large designs depicting scenes of the life of a farmer, which at the same time would symbolize the four seasons. This fortuned goldsmith and amateur painter from Eindhoven, was planning on executing the designs Van Gogh made for his living room himself in oil paint. Van Gogh in his turn would be allowed to keep his own canavses. Van Gogh’s proposition to render scenes from the farm life instead of religious topics, as Hermans had suggested, was in coherence with his personal attraction to the farmers and their occupations. Inspired by coryphées of the farmer genre such as Jean-François Millet and Jules Breton, Van Gogh dreamt of a career as a painter of farm scenes ever since his time in the Bourinage.​[160]​ The topic of the shepherd kept intriguing Van Gogh. Around 22nd of October, a month after he finished the designs for Hermaans, he wrote to Theo:
‘Ik ben werkende aan een figuur van een herder met grote mantel om […].’ Van Gogh definitely wanted to create a specific, nostalgic sphere with this topic for he continues: 





Vincent van Gogh, ‘Cottage at nightfall (‘La Chaumière)’, Nuenen, May 1885
The X-ray shows a shepherd with flock
Oil on canvas
65,5 cm x 79 cm
Signed lower left: Vincent
Amsterdam, Van Gogh Museum

In the beginning of June 1885 Vincent sent the painting of a cottage, of which he remarks ‘de hut met mosdak deed me denken aan een winterkoningennestje’ together with ‘Cimetière de paysans’ to his brother Theo, who functioned as his intermediary. At the end of the letter Vincent put this remark:
‘Vóór ge het aan Portier of Serret laat zien, zou ik graag hebben, gij de beide schijen een vernis gaaft. Vooral het boerenkerkhof is erg ingeschoten, omdat het eerst heel anders op het doek stond en ik het eerste geheel heb afgeschrapt. Het was me eerst totaal mislukt, aan een andere kant gaan zitten en heb ’s morgens geschilderd, vroeg in plaat van ’s avonds. Nu, en het andere -dat van de hut- was oorpronkelijk een schaapherder. De schapen werden verl. week geschoren, ik heb ’t gezien, in een schuur op een tafel.’​[162]​
In this case the X-ray shows that the shepherd, who is placed in the centre of the composition, and his surrounding flock, are rendered with thinly applied areas of paint. Van Gogh must have realised in an early stage that the work was going poorly and decided not to finish it.












Vincent van Gogh, ‘Two baskets of potatoes’, Nuenen, September 1885
The X-ray shows two works: a shepherd with his flock and a woman at the spinning wheel, Nuenen, 1884-1885
Oil on canvas
65, 5 x 78,5 cm























X-ray of Vincent van Gogh’s Still Life with pottery and two bottles, September-October 1885
Pasadena, The Norton Simon Museum
The X-ray shows a shepherd with flock, 1884-1885


In November of 1885 Vincent moved to Antwerp, hoping to be able to paint from nude models, something which was not possible in Brabant. The separation from Holland also meant the end of the shepherd and his flock topic. Given the three over painted examples, Van Gogh had probably given up on this theme. 

These words by Van Gogh prove the interest the painter showed during this period in the topic of a shepherd and his cattle, he even personally attended the shearing of the sheep. 
The given examples of Van Gogh’s rendering of the shepherd theme are all identical: the present the shepherd in the centre of the composition with his flock surrounding him. This is very different form the Van Gogh/Mauve piece in which the sheep form the centre and the shepherd walks behind them, the dog is also missing. More over, the technical execution of the Van Gogh/Mauve work stands in no comparison to the ones mentioned. On the other hand the raster indicates a starting painter at the beginning of his career, a tool Vincent no longer used in Nuenen. 
§6.1.4. Conclusion
But in the above I base myself on circumstantial evidence. The poor state in which the painting is in, makes it even more attractive for further interpretations.
The fact that no remark or indication to this work is found in the numerous letters Van Gogh has written, which were several times even accompanied by little sketches of paintings he was working on, is noteworthy. It is inconceivable that Van Gogh, who even painted a ‘Souvenir de Mauve’ after the painter’s death in 1886 as a symbol of his respect to the deceased, would not write anything about a possible collaboration between him and his much admired advisor.​[164]​































‘Hierbij moet ik ook voegen, dat ik mij, - men sprak toen voor alles van individualiteit! – te veel verbonden voelde door de leiding van Mauve, die, hoe uitmuntend ook, wel erg subjectief was. Somtijds gebeurde het b.v. dat Mauve geheel opgaande in zijn eigen gedachte, mij zeide van een schets, ‘nu moet je daar wat schapen plaatsen’, en, de daad bij het woord voegende, begon hij op mijn onafgewerkte doek een kudde te schetsen; … dit bracht mij zoo van streek, dat ik mijn schets niet verder kon uitwerken.’​[165]​

This remark by Philips Zilcken (1857-1930) who was a pupil of Mauve in the early 1880’s, is not just a remark by a young, maybe somewhat insecure artist. It is one typical for a whole generation and exemplifies a change in attitude regarding sensitive topics such as ‘individuality’ and ‘aesthetic standards’. The new generation of the 1880’s, ‘De Tachtigers’, to which Isaäc Israëls, Willem Witsen and G.H. Breitner belonged, were true bohemian artists, who felt elevated above society and made art out of passion instead of a way to make a living. They respected the older generation of artists, but certainly did not want to be one of them. Instead, their art had to be anti-theoretical and strictly individual. In this way, Mauve’s meddlesomeness and the way in which he uses his own standard to judge art created by others, was completely against their opinions. 















The long standing atelier tradition of collaboration was known to several Hague School artists by the works their masters or contemporaries of their masters had created in collaboration with others. In the time the Hague School artists received their education, collaboration was normally accepted among artists and it was seen as a part of their education to finish their masters’s work. In Oosterbeek, the place were young artists came together, fresh out of the ateliers of their masters and still under their influence, collaboration was accepted to create a landscape according to the Romantic ideals. It was also stimulated by the presence of J.W. Bilders. In the period 1870-1885 the practice of collaboration slowerly dies, because the view on landscape changes and there is no longer a need for outlined staffage, plus the fact that the style of painting evolves from a teachable manner into a personal handwriting. Another form of collaboration, which can not excist without the former, takes over; the making of adjustments in another person’s work. This practice is mainly stimulated by the art dealer. 
Although the presence of renewing artistic developments in Brussels, the old practice of traditional collaboration between two or more specialist lived a longer and more active life than in The Netherlands. This was due to the art buying audience’s preference for more traditional landscapes in which a more detailed style of painting and a more dominant place of the stoffage was appreciated, further the dominant role played by E. Verboeckhoven within this genre and the fact that the three Dutchmen, Roelofs, Gabriël and De Haas never really developed into the quick and loose style of their Dutch colleagues all contributed to the practice of collaboration. The absence of work created in collaboration after their return to The Netherlands, proofs that this was no longer common in The Netherlands, there was no breeding ground to continue this practice. It is hard to say what influence they had on their Dutch colleagues, but it can be said with certainty that they must have been aware of these activities taken place, while all three of them visited The Netherlands on a regular basis. 
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